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Abstract

Literature review done for the study identified number of challenges with the

conventional way of manufacturing nano patterned surfaces. Also, it indicated

immense potential of nano structured surface as a sensing surface for numerous

applications. Without using any complex and expensive conventional nano manu-

facturing method, synthesis of Hybrid Nano fibrous Silicon structure (HNfSi) was

made possible by identifying useful laser and scanning parameters in this study.

To employ such structure for various sensing applications as well as new gener-

ation batteries and capacitors, understanding of its resistive behavior was quite

necessary. In this study, HNfSis bulk resistance and thickness based resistivity

with variation in different laser and scanning parameters was studied successfully.

Methods like 4-point resistivity measurement and parallel plate electrode config-

uration was employed to understand resistive behavior of HNfSi. In addition,

considering immense surface area available with such structure and its benefits

identified with literature review, ImageJ analysis was done to comprehend change

in topological constituents and its dimensions with the variation in specified pa-

rameters. To understand such change in resistive behavior, various surface and ma-

terial characterization methods like, SEM (Scanning electron microscope), Raman

spectroscopy, light spectroscopy and EDX (Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy)

was employed. Overall, with this study, important laser parameters to generate

HNfSi was identified successfully and their respective resistive characteristics were

understood using mentioned methods.
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Chapter 1

Introduction1

Any ultra modern complex systems designed to work automatically or employing

integrated semi-automatic mechanisms employs number of sensors and actuators to

accomplish the purpose. One possible basic function of a sensor in such systems is

to respond according to the change in a property or analyte concentration. Sensing

surface in sensor is a vital component which detects the mentioned change. Inter-

ruption or initiation of the signal through sensing surface is elevated or transformed

using transduction element which further helps the processing unit to calculate the

measurand. In addition, with latest developments, trend of miniaturization within

semi conductor industries have driven researchers to employ nano technology to

facilitate and advance desired functioning and improved performance of sensors

within a relatively smaller footprints.

Sensors can be classified based on various characteristics. Considering contact

between sensing surface and analyte, it can be classified as contact and non-contact

type of sensor. For example, laser sensors being used for measuring linear distance

is classified as non-contact sensor because sensing surface does not require any

direct contact to physical object to measure the distance of interest [1–3]. However

due to required contact to alter resistance or capacitance associated with related

pixel grid, in general, touch screen would considered to be a contact sensor [4, 5].

1Chapter 1 has been published as a review paper titled ’Nano structured sensing surface:
Significance in sensor fabrication’ in Elsevier journal Sensors and Actuators B. https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.snb.2018.04.085.
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Furthermore, depending on the nature of a sensor to produce or alter a signal,

it can be classified as passive or active sensor. For example, simple strain gauge

utilizes the change in resistance to measure the applied load or pressure which can

be considered an active sensor. However, piezoelectric strain gauge initiates its

own signal with respect to applied load or pressure eliminating the requirement

of external energy source. Hence, it can be considered as passive sensor [6, 7].

Moreover, depending on the transduction requirements, sensors can be classified

as either direct or hybrid sensors. For example, piezoelectric sensors convert or

amplify generated signal for further processing requiring no extra transduction

which can be identified as a direct sensor. However, some of the chemical sensors

needs extra transduction element to generate or alter electrical signal to measure

heat produced by first transducer from exothermic chemical reaction in analyte.

Such sensors can be classified as hybrid sensors [8–11]. Furthermore, depending on

the required data processing to generate useful statistical or visual demonstration

of measured change, sensors can be classified as analog and digital sensors [1].

1.1 Relevant sensor characteristics

1.1.1 Linearity

Study of the sensor characteristics is quite important as it determines sensors’ fea-

sibility in certain application. Linearity of sensor is vital for accurate measurement

throughout sensing range. Employment of MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical Sys-

tems) pressure sensor by automobile, HVAC (Heating, Ventilation, and Air Con-

ditioning), process control and aviation industries is common [12–15]. However,

with the case like MEMS piezoresistive pressure sensor with flatbed diaphragm,

sensitivity is proportional to ratio of diaphragm width to diaphragm thickness.

Hence, sensitivity can be increased by employing larger width and thickness ra-

tio. In contrary, the non-linearity error increases drastically with increase in such

ratio at much faster rate. Therefore, it is difficult to achieve linearity and high

2



sensitivity for long range at the same time [16, 17]. As a solution, Aravamudhan

et al. [18] have demonstrated the use of micro structure modification by employ-

ing double diaphragm instead of single diaphragm and resistivity measurement

using wheatstone bridge network for MEMS piezoresistive pressure sensor which

achieved sensitivity of ≈ 5.51 mV/kPa with significant linearity. In contrary,

Huang et al. [16] followed different approach of employing peninsula-structured

diaphragm which achieved linearity on a wide range of pressure up to 5 kPa with

sensitivity of 18 mV/kPa.

Introducing higher surface area to sensing surface and smaller probes enables

higher linearity for humidity sensors. Higher sensor linearity in the case of Zinc

Oxide (ZnO) nanowires with compare to ZnO nanorods is achieved in studies done

by Zhang et al. [19]. Similarly, Su et al. [20] and Wang et al. [21] fabricated sensing

surface consisting nano particles made of SiO2 composed with poly(2-acrylamido-

2-methylpropane sulfonate). Such sensor performed linearly over the range of

30 − 90% of relative humidity. However, when nanofiberous structure made of

quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) (coated with composition of polyacrylic acid

(PAA)/poly(vinylalcohol) (PVA)) was used, with increased surface area, sensor

performed linearly over wider range of 20− 95% of relative humidity.

1.1.2 Hysteresis

Apart from linearity, humidity sensors also suffer from sensor hysteresis which is

the lag in response exhibited by a sensor in reacting to changes during sensing

in different directions. The formation of cluster of sorbed water molecule on the

sensing surface is the reason of hysteresis in humidity sensors [22]. These molecules

can be removed by thermal passivation, vacuum or chemical passivation. Paska et

al. [23] have introduced and established a new concept on involving material with

higher molecular density or hydrophobic behavior on the sensing surface which

reduces surface hydroxyl sites causing relatively less intense hysteresis. Hence,

depending on the probe material and surface condition, the hysteresis of the sensor

3



can change. For example, in humidity sensor, Geng et al. [24] have used composites

of mesoporous silica in their study which exhibits hysteresis of almost 4% while

Wu et al. [25] have used composite nanofibers of Titanium dioxide(TiO2) and

Nafion which provides relatively higher surface area as a sensing probe and exhibits

hysteresis of less than 2%.

In similar manner, sensors made with surface bounded carbon nanotubes for

optical, chemical and displacement applications experience high hysteresis because

charge trapped between substrate and ambient air while charge transfer between

nano tubes [26,27]. Compared to nanotubes bounded on substrate, the approach of

having two electrical gates with suspended single wall nanotube was employed by

Cao et al. [28] which becomes hysteresis free after initial few seconds of operation.

It can be because of reduced number of nanotubes resulting in a less trapped

charges which can cause relatively low hysteresis. For further improvement, Muoth

et al. [29] have integrated a different approach of direct growth of ultraclean and

individual nanotube on non metal contacts following by deposition of palladium

on the contacts instead of post- or pre-growth of nanotubes on metal contacts

which exhibit gate hysteresis. The modification enabled sensor to achieve almost

hysteresis free sensing.

1.1.3 Response time

In the same way, sensor response time, the dynamic sensor characteristic is also

a deal breaker for real time monitoring. For example, sensors being used as gas

or liquid flow meter need to be responsive for accurate and real time monitoring

in critical applications. Additionally, power consumption and sensor size are also

vital considerations for the modern devices. Kim et al. [30] fabricated MEMS

sensor having diaphragm with heater element patterned on it. It was designed for

flow direction and velocity detection based on the thermal anemometer principle

with sensing probe having dimension of 3 mm×3 mm×0.52 mm. The sensor had

response time of maximum up to 9 seconds with power consumption of 80 mW .

4



Velocity detection response time went down to 0.5 s with lower operating power of

0.15 mW when Wang et al. [31] used silicon nitride coated piezoresistor cantilever

beam with width of 400 µm which was capable of detecting higher flow velocity up

to 40 ms−1. To exhibit the similar quality of low power consumption and potential

with detection of extremely slow velocity up to 0.1 mm/s, Cubukcu et al. [32] used

2D array with diaphragm (thickness - 1.4 µm) made of SiNX − SiOX (Silicon-

Nitrogen and Silicon-Oxygen compounds) and thermistors with dimension of more

than 7 µm. Overall, with relatively smaller heater element, it exhibited the average

response time of 10 ms and sub-mW of power consumption. To conclude, with

appropriate sensing method, reduced complexity and smaller footprint of device,

it can operate with relatively lower power consumption and gain comparatively

faster response.

1.1.4 Signal to noise ratio

For any particular setup and condition with a sensor, the ratio of smallest clearly

measurable/identifiable signal to the maximum available random noise is known

as Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). This sensor characteristics is vital because trans-

mission of signal representing any measurand can significantly affected by random

noise experienced by the system. Hence, higher SNR is always desirable for any

sensing device. Researchers have used smaller sensing probes with the higher sur-

face area to achieve higher resolution by gaining high signal to noise ratio [33–36].

For example, Mu et al. [37] achieved SNR of 3 at minimum possible detection

of 0.16 µM glucose by using nano particles (average diameter φ 20 nm) of NiO

(Nickel oxide) mixed with carbon paste electrodes. In addition, Chikkadi et al. [38]

have used nanotubes suspended between metal electrode for gas sensors with dry

transfer technique causing elimination of process contamination and oxide charge

traps which improved the SNR by 9 times with respect to SiO2 gas sensor with

substrate bound carbon nanotubes.

Overall, surface condition and topology play vital role in sensors’ static char-
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acteristics like sensitivity, resolution, hysteresis, linearity, and dynamic character-

istics like response time. As mentioned, nano structuring of the sensing surface

improves important sensor characteristics. Moreover, such basic change enables

its use in various fields of applications. Use of such surface in various types of

sensors are on immense surge because of numerous benefits. Following section

includes brief literature review of different types of sensors with their performance

and feasibility varying with change in sensing surface topology.

1.2 Micro/Nano-structured sensing surface

Trend of miniaturization has driven researchers to develop new concepts and mod-

ify existing approaches to be able to adopt sensing surfaces with nano particles

and nano pores as they provide increased surface area with improved performance.

Such trend will be discussed in following sections with context to various types

namely, optical, chemical and biomedical sensors etc.

1.2.1 Optical sensors

Optical sensors are relatively versatile considering the possibility of translating

physical properties into optical working principles. Because of variety of key pa-

rameters associated with optical properties such as wavelength, frequency and

diffraction, optical sensors are employable for vast variety of applications in fields

like automobile, aviation, biomedical and manufacturing [39–42]. The significance

and trend of employing nano structured surfaces can be understood by the exam-

ple of PtTFPP based oxygen sensors. Bedlek-Anslow et al. [43] first demonstrated

concept of PtTFPP dispersed or dissolved on PDMS to be used as a gas sensor. To

enhance the surface area with nano structured entities, Mao et al. [44] used same

dye with binder material with micro pillar formation instead of flat surface configu-

ration. Increased area contributed to ≈ 30 fold increase in sensitivity of the oxygen

sensor. As the probe distribution was difficult with PDMS binding material, to
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achieve further miniaturization, instead of PDMS, Xue et al. [45] used PtTFPP

doped nano fibers with PSU core coated by PCL shell to enable biocompatibil-

ity of the sensor. In such a case, fabrication of nanofibers using electro-spinning

provides better probe distribution with increased surface to volume ratio. In addi-

tion, oxygen affinity associated with material elevates the sensitivity of the sensor

significantly. Figure 1.1 shows summery of PtTFPP based gas sensors and related

performance measures.

Probe
Polymer
Matrix

Sensing Surface
Geometry

Sensitivity
Respo.
Time

Ref.

PtTFPP PDMS
Thin film with

thickness of 5 µm
KsvG ≈ 0.02 hpa−1 - [43]

PtTFPP PDMS

Pillar arrays φ
50× 40 µm length
with Pitch of 150

µm

KsvG = 0.29 hpa−1

KsvL ≈ 1.837
(mg/L)−1

I0/I
L
100@DO5mg/L = 10

16.8 s [44]

PtTFPP

PSU
core

coated
with
PCL

Thin film of 100 µm
with layer of nano
fibers φ 394− 997

nm

KsvL−PSU = 3.16
(mg/L)−1

I0/I
L
100@DO5mg/L = 15

0.38±
0.03 s

[45]

Table 1.1: Sensitivity comparison of PtTFPP based oxygen sensor with various
probe geometry.

Similar advantage was noticed when nano particles and nano porous surface

were employed for sensors to detect heavy metal ions from the common environ-

mental pollutants. For example, Verma et al. [46] have used thin film made of

silver and indium tin oxide coated with composite made of pyrrole and chitosan

to detect ions of cadmium (Cd2+), lead (Pb2+) and Mercury (Hg2+). Such use

of plasmon resonance (SPR) approach enabled detection of those pollutants with

minimum concentration of 0.293 nM. However, change in topological structure

with enhanced surface area and improved approach could enable detection with

even smaller concentration. For example, Balaji et al. [47] have reported use

of optically transparent cage silica monoliths having highly ordered mesoporous

structured cubes with space-group of fm3m for detection of Pb2+, Cd2+, Sb3+

(Antimony) and Hg2+. The method allowed detection of heavy metal ions by
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noticeable change in color of the sensing surface visible with naked eyes at even

lower concentration of 0.01 nM (nanomolar).

1.2.2 Chemical sensors

In general, chemical sensors employ two basic components - a molecular recogni-

tion system and the physiochemical transducers. Sensing surface, (also known as

receptors) being key element of sensor, which interacts directly with the analyte

molecules. Very common interaction between those two can be adsorption, ion

exchange or liquid to liquid extraction. Due to these possibilities, chemical sen-

sors are heavily employed in various applications [48–50]. Undesirable change in

climate conditions due to global warming and production of unwanted gases are

becoming major challenges in modern era. Hence, for environmental observations

and other similar purposes, analysis of gas compositions is one of the most common

use of chemical gas sensors [51, 52].

Furthermore, nano structuring of the sensing surface with improved approach

can enhance the performance of related chemical gas sensors. Generally, metal

oxide thin film senors have receptors which transfers the charges to and fro with

analyte species in interest. Following the same ideology, Müller et al. [53] demon-

strated possible use of ZnO (Zinc Oxide) thin film as chemical sensor. Such

chemical gas sensor had silicon wafer as base material with sputtered ZnO thin

film on the top having thickness ranging from 80 to 2000 nm. Similarly, recent

studies have proven the potential of ZnO for the CO sensing applications [54–57].

However, ZnO based gas sensors needed major improvement considering its high

operating temperature of ≈ 400 � and poor gas selectivity [58]. To improve the

operating temperature with enhanced performance and to lower the resistance for

minimized electrical consumption in ZnO based gas sensors, approach of doping

of conductive material was followed in further studies [59, 60]. Such inclusion of

dopant material, depending on dopant’s inherent characteristics (i.e atomic prop-

erties) and the way of insertion into host material can alter overall crystalline
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structure, defects and surface area of related sensing element. In addition, its

basic or acidic property can affect the affinity towards particular gas [61]. There-

fore, selection of dopant material with relevant structuring of sensing surface can

significantly affect the performance of ZnO based gas sensor. Summery of such

sensors for detection of CO gas has been discussed in table 1.2. Overall, the im-

provement in terms of lowered operating temperature and high detection limit

can be achieved through the help of appropriate doping material along with nano

structured sensing surface [61–64].

Probe Dopant
Operating

Temperature
Probe Dimensions

(Average)

Minimum
possible

detection
of CO

Ref.

ZnO Ga 300 �
Crystalline Size of 55
nm with Grain Size

of 120 nm
5 ppm

[61]

ZnO Au 250 �
ZnO and Au film

thickness, in order -
40 nm, 2 nm

5 ppm
[62]

ZnO Cu 150 �
Crystalline grains of

≈ φ 5 nm
6 ppm

[64]

ZnO Pd
Room

Temperature

Nano dots of φ 10 nm
with interplanar

distance of 0.39 nm,
600 Nano dots per

µm

100 ppb
[63]

Table 1.2: Comparison of operating temperature, minimum possible detection and
probe geometry with different dopant in ZnO based CO chemical gas sensor.

1.2.3 Biomedical sensors

Sensors employed in biomedical applications can be considered relatively crucial as

their performance may affect living entity or organ directly or indirectly. For exam-

ple, modern implantable biomedical sensors can measure heat, flow rate, pressure,

electrical, and chemical properties inside the living organ [65]. In addition, with

possible miniaturization in cell phone technology and semiconductor industry, it

is possible to manufacture widely affordable biomedical sensors embedded on the
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patches and wearable gadgets to monitor heart rate and activity monitoring for

calories burnt [66]. However, the application of implantable sensors remain strictly

restricted for research purposes because of the size and constrain related to limited

battery life and constant power supply [67]. However, because of promising possi-

bility of miniaturization, relevant physiochemical property, and vast applicability,

the study of biomedical sensors has been escalated quickly. For instance, the re-

search for magnetic actuation, use of magnetic particles for the MRI (Magnetic

Resonance Imaging) and study of sequencing of DNA (Deoxyribonucleic Acid) has

already established the potential of the biosensors [68–71].

In addition, for some critical applications, biomedical sensor must have ca-

pacity to measure extremely small quantities of entity of interest. For instance,

measurement of magnetic signal produced by organs with the order of 10−10 T [65].

Also, extremely small measurement is required while identifying DNA transloca-

tions as it occurs with the speed of µs Base−1 producing very short pulse of ionic

current with the order of picoampere [72]. To overcome the problem, in many

studies, the researchers have focused on measuring those small ionic currents us-

ing nano probes and nano pores [73–76]. Additionally, extremely small detection

is also necessary when it comes to sensing of heavy metals in various medium for

health and environment monitoring. For such detection, researchers have already

proven the potential of enzyme based nano biosensors through studies [77–80].

Apart from high surface to volume ratio for small detection, according to some

studies, nano porous structures can be beneficial for low signal-to-noise (SNR) ra-

tio [81–84]. Overall, requirement of high accuracy and measurement of extremely

small quantity have driven researchers to use nano probes or nano porous surfaces.

1.2.4 Other Sensors

As discussed, for improved performance and enhanced suitability, importance of

nano structured sensing surface in the field of optical, chemical and biomedical sen-

sors can be understood using examples. Similar to these types of sensors, as men-
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tioned, advancement in the MEMS and Nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS)

have encouraged researchers to develop miniature sensors to monitor new genera-

tion electric devices [85–87]. Such miniaturization has driven researchers towards

using nano structured surfaces and nano probes for accurate and precise sensing.

Huang et al. [88] and Zhang [89] have shown the potential of nano structured

sensing surface for relatively higher sensitivity of acoustic wave sensor. Similarly,

the study done by Pramanik et al. [90] shows the possible use of porous silicon

membrane for the pressure sensing application. Additionally, porous silicon has

much shorter response and consume less energy than the bulk silicon piezoresistive

pressure sensors [90–92].

Furthermore, to enable the next phase of cell phone technology, flexible touch-

screen is being researched excessively. Adaption of nano structured surface with

relevant material can be a deal breaker approach in such cases. For example, Ra-

muz et al. [93] has demonstrated potential of film made of nano structured PDMS

as flexible, transparent, and stretchable pressure sensitive skin. Furthermore, in

resent research, for the photo detection application, the potential use of single

walled carbon nano tubes (SWCNT) was demonstrated in studies done by Nanot

et al. [94] and St-Antoine et al. [95]. Also, SWCNT sensing surface offers extremely

fast response up to picosecond and compatibility to work with infrared light with

broadband [96,97].

Overall, nano structured sensing surface has significant potential for accurate

and precise sensing in variety of field along with possibilities for improvement.

Furthermore, numerous techniques are employed to manufacture such nano struc-

tured surfaces as discussed in the following section. Nature of the manufacturing

processes along with the associated feasibility and offered advantages with inher-

ent limitations can affect the performance and practicality of the sensor for various

applications. Following section includes a brief discussion on the effect of various

fabrication methods on the sensors’ performance and practicality of approach.
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1.3 Fabrication: Nano-structured sensing surface

Immense research and development of nano technology was perhaps enabled be-

cause of commercialization of nano technology in semiconductor industry, MEMS

device manufacturing and medical research [98–100]. Deposition of particles at

nano scale and generation of thin films, various lithography techniques, etching

and patterning are the key approaches being used for major micro and nano man-

ufacturing applications [101]. Further discussion is based on major nano manufac-

turing techniques and their use in the context of sensing surface fabrication with

their respective advantages and challenges.

1.3.1 Etching techniques

Etching process is considerably older than all other nano-fabrication processes.

Use of etching processes for manufacturing and engraving is mentioned in the lit-

eratures as early as 1645 [102]. Since 1950s, The modern versions of the etching

techniques have been accepted as one of the most significant unconventional man-

ufacturing processes for micro and nano fabrication [103]. Wet and dry etching,

plasma and ion-beam assisted etching are few types of modern etching techniques.

The versatility of the etching process makes it feasible to be used at different level

of manufacturing stages to serve various purposes. For instance, as demonstrated

by Zhu et al. [104] it can be used as the main process to manufacture sensor sur-

face or it can be used as a part of manufacturing process as mentioned in study

done by Abeysinghe et al. [105]. Additionally, it can be used for post processing

to improve performance of certain sensing devices as well [106].

1.3.1.1 Wet etching

Wet etching first enabled the material removal at micro level without any physical

interaction. For example, the concept of basic fiber optic pressure sensor using

two small plates with optical fiber in the middle was first introduced by Fields

et al. [107] in 1980. The sensor itself had a dimension to the scale of centimeter.
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Further miniaturization of the fiber optic sensor up to the scale of millimeter

became possible when the new concept of measuring change in frequency of quartz

crystal under longitudinal tension by using optical fiber was employed by Ingold et

al. [108]. With the help of the etching, it was first possible to further reduce the size

of Fiber-optic sensors upto micro level by following approach of FabryProt (F-P)

interferometry. Therefore, fiber optic sensor fabricated by Abeysinghe et al. [109]

has a cavity generated by wet etching of fiber core by buffered hydrofluoric acid

solution on the top end of the fiber which has diameter of 200 µm, which was then

enclosed by diaphragm with a thickness of 7 µm. The sensor had a capacity to

respond linearly in the range of ≈ 0−551 kPa. In many F-P interferometry based

sensors, the adhesive used for the packaging of the sensor limited its operating

temperature. To overcome the problem of temperature limitations with the sensor

working with same principle and with almost similar size, Zhu et al. [110] used all-

fused-silica structure developed using wet chemical etching by hydrofluoric acid

combined with fusion splicing and cleaving process. The sensor could perform

linearly in the range of ≈ 137− 1310 kPa in temperatures as high as 530 �. One

of the problems with the diaphragm based FabryProt (F-P) interferometry sensors

was the damage to diaphragm when it was handled under over stressed conditions.

To overcome the problem, researchers employed techniques that do not require

diaphragm manufacturing using etching as it may limit the miniaturization. Li et

al. [111] proposed use of Mach-Zehnder interferometer based sensor with twin core

(elliptical core with minimum diameter of 6.5 µm) fiber between two single core

fibers. Femtosecond laser was used for drilling through one core of twin fiber and

other was remained as reference arm. Such sensor exhibited high sensitivity and

ability to function accurately under 2 MPa of pressure without any danger of fail-

ure caused by relatively high pressure. Contrary, the sensor exhibited significant

error with temperature variation. To overcome such limitation, Liu et al. [112] de-

veloped a sensor which overcame these difficulties with high temperature operation

capabilities and larger pressure range by using electrical arc discharge in conjunc-
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tion with single mode fiber (SMF) to fabricate sub micro pressure sensor. The

sensing probe employed extremely thin diaphragm made without using etching.

Furthermore, table 1.3 depicts the summery of discussion in this section.

Sensor
Information

[109] [110] [111] [112]

Interferometry
Type

Fabry-Prot Fabry-Prot
Mach-

Zehnder
Fabry-Prot

Fiber Diameter
and Material

Borosilicate
multi-

mode glass
fiber φ 200

µm

All fused
silica

structure
with silica
fiber φ 125

µm

Twin core
fiber

between
two single
mode fiber
φ 125 µm

Silica fiber
φ 125 µm

with
diaphragm-

sealed
cavity

Fabrication
method

Wet
etching
using

buffered
HF

Wet etching
using HF
combined

with fusion
splicing and

cleaving

Femtosecond
laser-

machining
and drilling

Electrical
arc

discharge
technique

Diaphragm
Thickness

7 µm 4.08 µm
elliptical
core ≈ φ
6.5 µm

Less than
170 nm

Linear pressure
range

≈ 0− 551
kPa

≈ 137−1310
kPa

≈ 68− 1999
kPa

≈ 0− 1999
kPa

Operating
Temperature

Similar to
operating
temp. of

silica glass
fiber

Tested with
linearity

@500 � for
(≈

172− 1034)
kPa

Tested @
room temp.

Exhibits
error of 4.4
kPa/�

Linear
behavior

when tested
up to 1100
�. Exhibits
error of 0.10
kPa/�

Table 1.3: Interferometry based pressure sensor

Despite wet etching process being simple, cost effective, selective and suitable

for high throughput, it possesses significant limitations which forces researcher to

further modify it. In some cases, the surface structuring process control is difficult

with wet etching [113, 114]. Additionally, when wet etching is used in subsequent

operations or in a step fashion, the contamination may take place which needed

to be removed by further cleaning processes [115]. In addition, often wet etching

also requires chemicals that are not environmental friendly. In many cases, it
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produces undesired notches, undercut and pinholes in the structure. The structural

accuracy in certain process like e-beam evaporation and sputtering is difficult to

achieve because of difficulty in controlling surface roughness, swelling problems,

and difficult residual stress control with wet etching processes. Furthermore, the

process is slow and quite expensive and has a patterning limitation up to few

microns [116–121]. In addition, for materials like silicon, the etch characteristics

would change depending on the crystalline orientation which affect the versatility

of the wet etching process [122].

1.3.1.2 Dry etching

Some of the problems faced with wet etching can be overcome by using dry etching

processes. Comparatively higher resolution can be achieved using dry etching since

it does not have intense isotropy problem as wet etching. In addition, dry etching

also noticeably limits the amount of toxic chemicals which can be significant in

case of wet etching and difficult to dispose because of toxic and corrosive nature

of the chemicals [114,123]. To achieve desired results in terms of surface geometry

patterning, generally, dry etching process is accompanied by lithography process.

Francioso et al. [124] used photo lithography followed by dry plasma etching to

manufacture array of TiO2 strips with width of 500 nm and pitch of 800 nm,

deposited on silicon substrate for gas sensing application. The comparison of the

results state the effectiveness of patterned sensor in terms of response (Igas/Iair) is

≈ 9 times better than the sensor with solid film with similar doping and in same

operating condition with presence of 2% ethanol in dry air.

Considering requirement of expensive mask in photo lithography process and

difficulty to manufacture it along with hindrance of lithographic resolution, Epifani

et al. [125] used multiphase RIE patterned TiO2 with interspersed Pt nano crystals

with size of 2-3 nm. The sensor was capable to detect H2 with concentration as

low as about 1000 ppm. Furthermore, unlike conventional mask used by Francioso

et al. [124], Lu et al. [126] used unconventional etching mask template made of
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Anodic Aluminum Oxide (AAO) array. By integration of AAO and reactive ion

etching (RIE), a modified version of dry etching process, was used to generate

TiO2 (Titanium dioxide) macro porous surface on silicon substrate with pores

ranging from 100 nm to 700 nm. The sensor employing this surface exhibited

almost double the sensitivity of a sensor having non-porous surface. At room

temperature, it could detect 500 ppm concentration of O2 gas with 8% sensitivity

(S = (R0−R)/R0×100%, whereR andR0 are resistance with and without presence

of analyte gas). Additionally, it is also possible to further reduce patterning size

by using Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE) as demonstrated by Lee et al. [127].

The group was successfully able to develop an array of random silicon nanotips

with radius of 20 to 100 nm on silicon substrate for micro sun sensor for Mars

rovers.

Despite having significant advantages over wet etching; dry etching offers some

difficulties as well. Generally, dry etching process is relatively costly because of

time required for the process and sophisticated equipment [128]. The etching rate

with all the gases are not similar hence some of them offer really low etching rate

and lower selectivity [129]. Additionally, some of the dry etching techniques cause

isotropy problems and releases the heat which can alter the dimension of etched

structure [114]. Some of the problems offered by etching techniques can be con-

fronted by modification and combination of various approaches like demonstrated

by Alavi et al. [130], who used laser machining with the etching process to achieve

high aspect ratio within the structure which used to be limited because of the

inherent characteristics of combination of photomicrography and etching process.

Similarly, to work with mask-less procedures and eliminate use of expensive pro-

cess like photo-lithography in structuring of graphene oxide nanosheets, Zhou et

al. [131] have successfully demonstrated the use of laser etching techniques which

are relatively fast and offers easy process control.
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1.3.1.3 Stain etching

Furthermore, as discussed earlier, the fabrication of porous surface with mini-

mum possible dimension is useful to enhance sensing characteristics up to some

extent. Marrero et al. [132] have stain etched silicon surface using combination

of hydrofluoric acid (HF ), nitric acid (HNO3) for solar cell fabrication which has

surface texture with scale of µm. The surface achieved low reflectivity of 5% at

spectrum wavelength range of 500-1000 nm. Anti-reflective nature of surface can

be quite useful in several sensing applications like determination of relative position

of the sun using micro sun sensor which employs anti-reflective surface [127]. Ta-

ble 1.4 shows the structural topology achieved with various etching approach and

their reflectivity along with the effective spectrum range. Furthermore, Sapelkin et

al. [133] have used stain etching with combination of HF , HNO3 and fluoroboric

acid (HBF4) to fabricate porous silicon for their studies of potential cell culturing

and biocompatibility with porous silicon. The porous surface prepared with the

stain etching had pore size varying from 50 to 100 nm. In experiments, the treated

surface was proven to be much more compatible with cell adhesion with respect to

untreated surface. The positive biocompatibility of a sensing surface can facilitate

easy in-vivo sensor employment [134]. For further modification, instead of using

HF based acid for etching, Becker et al. [135] used galvanic etching technique

to fabricate porous silicon with successful fabrication of nano pores with the size

below 3 nm.

With all these possibilities of being beneficial for sensor fabrication, stain etch-

ing also offers few difficulties. For instance, there is an incubation period associated

with the formation of porous silicon when it is immersed in wafer etching solution

which then followed by bubble formation with poor reproducibility and difficult

layer generation control [139]. Additionally, the corrosive constituents associated

with HF can be harmful to prefabricated patterns made with materials like silver

and gold. For example, stain etching with HF decays silver contacts on substrate

surface lowering the solar cell fill factor in case of solar cell surface fabrication [140].
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Sensor
Information

[136] [137] [132] [138]

Etching Type
Plasma

etching with
SF6 and O2

Wet etching
using

Tetra-methyl
ammonium
(TMAH)

Stain etched
with HNO3

and HF with
deposition of
SINX using

PECVD*

Wet
Etching

with HF
and H2O2

Surface
structure

Non-
structured

pyramids ≈
200 nm

Non-
structured
pyramids
5− 10 µm

Dispersed
non-

structured
pyramids
1− 2 µm

Dispersed
structured
pyramids
200− 500

nm

Reflectivity 13.3% 13% Below 5% 3%

Effective
spectrum
range for
optimum

reflectivity

300− 1200
nm

350− 1100
nm

500− 1000
nm

300− 900
nm

*Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition

Table 1.4: Different etching approaches for fabrication of solar cell surface (Silicon
< 100 >) with different surface texture and reflectivity.

Also, it is difficult to control the pore size resulting in diverse but relatively small

range of dimension which might be a hindrance in applicability and versatility of

the approach for sensing surface fabrication [141]. The controllable fabrication of

porous silicon structure is possible by using nano and femto second laser by em-

ploying ablation process as it has been already proved through studies [142–144].

1.3.2 Material deposition

Physical vapor deposition (PVD), chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and atomic

layer deposition (ALD) are the most commonly used material deposition meth-

ods for fabrication of nano and micro structured surfaces. Thin film genera-

tion is the most common application of these approaches and mostly they are

combined with other micro-nano manufacturing processes for patterning of nano

structure [145–147]. It is possible to achieve several surface characteristics and
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conditions using these deposition methods. One of the major application is to

enhance the suitability of surface by fusing it with nano particles or coating for

enhancement of surface durability such as for life span improvement of battery

electrode [148, 149]. The enhancement in battery life span can facilitate easy in-

vivo sensor employment [150, 151]. In addition, it is also used for stacking of

extremely thin layers of material over surfaces with large area [150]. Potentially,

thin film deposition techniques can facilitate easy mass production of the sensing

surfaces [152, 153]. Moreover, possibility to work at micro and nano level makes

it useful for generation of composite materials like silicon nano fibers sputtered or

coated with gold particles to enhance electrical conductivity and biocompatibility

which can ease in-vivo sensor applications with enhanced performance [91,92].

1.3.2.1 Physical vapor deposition

Sputtering

Physical vapor deposition is done mainly by using two different approaches

namely sputtering and evaporation. Sputtering involves two step process, namely,

sputter emission or erosion and deposition. Erosion of target surface happens by

particle bombardment followed by deposition of sputtered material on a substrate.

The technique generates thin film layer over a substrate. For example, deposition

of ZnO nanobelts by Radio Frequency (RF) sputtering onto a copper tube for

ethanol sensing [154]. As discussed before, use of porous surface is quite normal in

gas sensing applications. In 1995, Sberveglieri et al. [155] presented the possible use

of tungsten trioxide (WO3) for detection of NOx gases. Leading approach towards

sophistication, Kim et al. [156] fabricated WO3 thin films for NOx gas sensing

using DC reactive sputtering, which had particles with the size less than 100 nm,

achieving detection limit as low as 5 ppm with relatively good sensitivity. Similarly,

to achieve wide but lower optimum operating temperature range, Zeng et al. [157]

used DC magnetron sputtering technique forming porous surface with pore size of

about 9.3 nm which had optimum working temperature range of 100− 250 � and
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Change in sensing
surface

characteristics

Parameter Varied
in fabrication

process
Sensitivity Ref.

Effective surface area
from 2.6 m2/g to 19.1

m2/g

Discharge gas
pressure respectively
from 0.4 Pa to 12 Pa

@ot∗ 200 � and 1
ppm of NO2

[(Rg −Ra)/Ra]
•

Increased from ≈ 50
to 450

[159]

Change in density of
deposited layer from
7.39 g/cm2 to 5.09

g/cm2

Discharge gas
pressure respectively
from 1.3 Pa to 10 Pa

[Rg/Ra]
• Increased

from ≈ 20 to 77

[158]
Doping of sensing
surface with noble

materials @ 0.2
at%, Deposition @

1.3 pa-room
temperature and

surface annealed @
873 k

Gold (Au) Doped ≈ 20

Pure WO3 ≈ 7− 9

Platinum (Pt) Doped ≈ 3

Ruthenium (Ru)
Doped

≈ 2

Varying crystalline
structure with

annealing
temperature

Annealing done @
350 �

@ot* 300 � [Rg/Ra]
•

≈ 11

[160]Annealing done @
400 �

@ot* 300 � ≈ 15

Annealing done @
450 �

@ot* 300 � ≈ 20

• Ra and Rg are the electrical resistances before and after the introduction of NOx,
respectively.
• @ot∗ = at the operating temperature of

Table 1.5: Change in sensitivity of WO3 based NOx detection sensor with respect
to sensing surface characteristics

it could detect upto 1 ppm concentration of NOx. With sputtering, for the case of

WO3 based NOx sensors, it is possible to manipulate the sensing surface conditions

by controlling density of the deposited film, surface area and associated annealing

process resulting in a strong possibility to get optimum performance [158–160].

Table 1.5 provides insights on change in sensing characteristics of WO3 based

NOx sensors with respect to mentioned parameters.

Despite having enormous use in different applications, sputtering presents some
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challenges as well. With magneto sputtering, target surface exhibits non-homogeneous

electron charge distribution because of the electron trapped in magnetic field con-

tributing to a difficulty in thickness control. In addition, target material utilized

for deposition is less than 30%; rest of the material is normally deposited on un-

wanted surfaces and walls of used sputtering chamber [161]. Furthermore, the

process deposits on areas other than substrate such as non-eroding target areas

contributing to waste of expensive material. Also, the stabilization and control

are quite difficult with hysteresis effect present in the operation [161]. Moreover,

the control of surface texture and patterning are quite difficult with sputtering.

For instance, generation of Cadmium Selenide (CdS) films using sputtering causes

irregular grain size and rough surface which affect the performance of the sensor

wherever it is employed and extra process of heat treatment will be necessary to

overcome these problems [162]. Also, annealing of the sputtered films are difficult

due to relatively high density [163]. Handling of reactive sputtering can be diffi-

cult with DC arc control as it forms insulating layers on the target surface along

with the process which can have the charged up electric field that can result in

breakdown. In addition, achieving stoichiometry films can be difficult due to pos-

sibility of poisoning of target surface [164]. In addition, the sputtering equipments

in general are expensive and have slow deposition rate [165]. However, to fuse

the material deposited using sputtering, laser ablation can be a useful approach

as demonstrated by Hamnza et al. [92]. In addition, it is already proven that the

laser ablation process, in general, provides better process control [166,167].

E-beam evaporation

Instead of bombarding argon ions on the target, in evaporation, the vapor is

generated by electron beam or heating of target in vacuum chamber which will be

then deposited on the substrate surface. E-beam evaporation is often useful for

deposition of nano-fibers and nanotubes for various applications including sensor

fabrication [168–171]. Conventionally, due to high temperature deposition of the

material and resulting undesirable material property, gas sensor manufactured us-
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ing E-beam PVD exhibited poor response. But, modern approach of using nano

particles and nanotubes to enhance surface characteristics is quite helpful. For

example, as demonstrated by Wisitsoraat et al. [168], depending on the operat-

ing temperature, nanotube dispersed SnO2 surface is 2 to 7 times more sensitive

than pure SnO2 surface. Also, the sensor is relatively two times faster in terms

of recovery and response with relatively lower operating temperature. Similarly,

Kolmakov et al. [172] have successfully used vapor deposition of Pd (Palladium)

particles on nanowires and nanobelts to enhance gas sensing characteristics of

SnO2 based sensors. In addition, E-beam PVD allows thickness control which is

really helpful to understand the sensor behavior associated with the coating thick-

ness as demonstrated by Durrani et al. [173] in their experiments. Furthermore,

considering recent needs and trends, it is important to miniaturize the sensor to

make it feasible for real life use. McAlpine et al. [174] have used combination of

various deposition techniques with E-beam PVD to generate Si-nanowire patterned

flexible plastic surface that can be employed in wearable sensing devices exhibit-

ing ppb (Parts Per Billion) level of sensitivity for NO2 gas. Additionally, E-beam

PVD process can achieve deposition rate at sub nano level (0.01 nm/s) enabling

deposition of extremely thin layer over the substrate [175]. As discussed before,

the trend to follow miniaturization with different combinations of sensor probe

to get optimum sensing capabilities is also followed in the case of E-beam PVD.

For example, over the years, by using material with high conductivity and porous

surface, it is possible to fabricate SnO2 based sensor which can detect C2H5OH

at concentration of 1 ppm with high response (≈ 15 for (Ra−Rg)/Rg) [176]. The

comparison of SnO2 based sensors, manufactured using E-beam PVD, with vari-

ous probe dimensions and their response for the sensing of C2H5OH (Ethanol) is

shown in table 1.6.

It is common to notice that all of the evaporation techniques employs vac-

uum chamber for the deposition which helps to maintain the purity of a film and

enables the evaporation at relatively low temperature. Contrary, employing a vac-
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Ref. [177] [178] [176]

Dopant/coating
material

-
Ag Nano
Cluster

5− 50 nm

Unique dome structure
with dual side Au

coating with thickness
of ≈ 2 nm

Probe dimension

SnO2

Nanowires
with ≈ φ
100 nm

SnO2

nanowires
with φ

30− 60 nm

Array of domes made
of SnO2 with wall

thickness of 100 nm
and ≈ φ 700 nm

C2H5OH
Concentration

100 ppm 100 ppm 50 ppm

Operating
Temperature

500 � 450 � 300 �

Sensitivity
(Ra/Rg) =

26.5
(Ra/Rg)
≈ 55

(Ra −Rg)/Rg = 486.8

Table 1.6: SnO2 based sensor for C2H5OH detection fabricated using E-beam
PVD

uum chamber can be really expensive and it can be the most costly equipment in

whole PVD process [179, 180]. Additionally, due to poor selectivity, it can make

the deposition of alloys difficult. Also the process itself by nature follows the

line-of-sight trajectories for the deposition. Thus, without movement of substrate

surface or proper geometry it is difficult to achieve homogeneous film thickness

around the substrate. In addition, the process offers only few parameters to vary

in order to achieve different surface properties [168, 181]. As the process employs

relatively high temperature, it can be a problem for some materials as it will affect

the surface condition of the deposited film. When PVD is used for formation of

Thermal Barrier Coatings (TBCs), high temperature causes sintering of the coat-

ing resulting in unstable surface having higher thermal conductivity and Young’s

modulus [182]. The pulsed laser deposition (PLD) can be a useful approach to

overcome some of the problems faced with PVD. It is possible to retain stoichiom-

etry of the target surface with PLD process as it heats the local region instead

of entire target thus it makes deposition of alloys easy. In addition, substrate

achieves relatively low temperature making deposited surface more stable and also
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PLD process facilitates easy handling as the laser is situated outside of the vac-

uum chamber [183]. Possibilities with the laser approach discussed in detail in the

upcoming sections.

1.3.2.2 Chemical vapor deposition

Similar to PVD, CVD is also a very well known and widely used technique

for thin layer generation in various applications. The acceptability of the CVD

process can be because of scalability it offers or possibility of precise control and

uniformity of deposited film [184, 185]. Also CVD is useful in several medical ap-

plication as it offers thickness uniformity with no need of physical interaction. For

instance, Carvalho et al. [186] have used CVD process for human tooth restoration

purpose. Furthermore, for commercially fabricated nanotubes, CVD is the most

popular and widely used among other methods like arc-discharge and laser abla-

tion [187]. From the review, trend of miniaturization of sensor probes using CVD

and its combination with other techniques can be noticed easily. For instance,

Ghosh et al. [188] demonstrated the potential of spray and CVD deposited ZnO

films doped with different noble metals like Pt (Platinum) and Pd were sensitiv-

ity towards hydrogen gas. Roy et al. [189] then fabricated a ZnO based sensor

using CVD and concluded that the operating temperature plays significant role

in achieving optimum sensitivity of the sensor. Also, sensitivity and optimum

performance of their sensor was obtained around operating temperature of 400

�. Using the same approach, Barreca et al. [190] fabricated ZnO based sensor

which employed 1D structure of nano assemblies which shown possibility to detect

CO concentration up to 100 ppm with response time of 1 minute at relatively

lower operating temperature of 200 �. Following the same methodology, Wang et

al. [191] demonstrated that by employing nanorodes made of ZnO material with

diameter ranging from 90− 200 nm and length of 1.7− 2.1 µm, it could function

accurately for ethanol concentration of 50 ppm at the same operating temperature
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Sensing
application

Sensing
probe

geometry

Enhanced
sensing

characteristic
Comparison Ref.

Humidity
sensing

Graphene
layer with

thickness of
15 nm

30 ms response
and recovery

time

More than 33 times
faster than

conventional sensors
with

nanowires [192–194]

[195]

Glucose
sensing

Graphene
layer with

thickness of
0.5 nm

Sensitive
towards glucose
concentration of

3.3-10.9 mM

Covers the full
range of

concentration of
glucose required for
medical diagnostics

[196]

Detection of
DNA hy-

bridization

Graphene
channel of
45× 90µm
with 20 nm
Cr and 100
nm Au layer

on each
graphene site

sensitivity as
low as 100 fM

10 times lower
detection limit than

prior transferred
CVD G-FET DNA

sensors.

[197]

Strain
sensing

Graphene
mesh with
scale of µm

≈ 50 mV
current

generation with
0.1% strain

For similar strain, ≈
1.5 times of voltage

signal generation
than conventional

ZnO nanowire based
sensor

[198]

Ele-chemical
Piezoelectric

sensing

Theoretical
graphene

membrane
thickness of
0.335 nm

Deflection of
202 nm with

pressure
difference of 477

mbar

20-100 times
sensitive than

conventional MEMS
sensors

[199]

Table 1.7: Graphene based sensors fabricated using CVD which exhibits extraor-
dinary sensing capabilities.

with the response time of just ≈ 37 s. Furthermore, as mentioned before, because

of various possibilities with CVD, it has become very popular with generation of

graphene for different sensing applications where extreme sensitivity is required.

Table 1.7 enlist some of the sensors made with graphene using CVD which exhibit

great suitability to the application and extraordinary sensitivity with compare to

conventional sensors employing MEMS approach and nanowires.

With all the advantages, CVD offers few challenges as well. Traditional CVD
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methods are time consuming and also expensive in terms of energy spent for the

process [200]. In addition, CVD manufactured graphene field effect transistors can

exhibit lower transconductance with fewer mobility carriers and high intrinsic re-

sistance which forces researchers to use high k (dielectric constant) and ultra-thin

dielectrics which make the process relatively more complicated [201]. As discussed

before, use of a vacuum chamber for CVD process can increase the cost and com-

plications. As certain CVD processes use high temperature, they cause stress in

the substrate surface and deposited film itself [202]. The precursor used in the

process can be highly toxic depending on the nature of process and in some cases,

expensive if they are metal-organic [203]. Plasma enhanced CVD , a modified

version of the CVD, also suffers from few drawbacks mainly, deposited film being

unstable with aging and humid atmosphere, stress existence in the film, significant

time consumption in several applications and costly equipment [204]. Some of the

disadvantages can be overcome by using laser ablation and laser processing. For

example, as demonstrated by Ye et al. [205], the synthesis of graphene is possible

with laser processing which will potentially eliminate the use of toxic precursor

and processing at elevated temperature. Table 1.8 shows summery of previously

discussed general challenges offered by contemporary material deposition methods.

1.3.2.3 Atomic layer deposition

Same as conventional deposition methods, ALD method has its own challenges.

Few of the major drawbacks of the approach are lower throughput and excessive

time consumption as the growth per cycle can be order of Å [206, 207]. Same as

CVD processes, the ALD also employs the precursor gases for the process which

can be toxic in many cases [208]. However, there has been always attempts to use

metal organic or non-toxic precursors to make the process safer and reduce the

contamination [209–211]. Aside from all those limitations, ALD is becoming pop-
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� Difficult to manage uniform deposition thickness with controlled
porosity of thin film.

� Less than 30% of actual target surface is used for deposition.

� Deposition happens on unwanted equipment areas as well.

� Control of surface texture is difficult.

� Achieving stoichiometry of films is difficult.

� Costly equipments and relatively slow deposition rate.

� Deposited film may have high density with lower porosity which
can be hindrance in several sensing applications.
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� Vacuum chamber involved in the process makes it expensive.

� Deposition of alloys can be difficult due to inherent nature of poor
selectivity.

� Thickness homogeneity over the substrate is difficult on fixed
surface due to line of sight trajectories followed by the process.

� Deposition at high temperature can affect the surface stability.

� Offers very few parameter to vary the deposited surface
characteristics.
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� If employed, vacuum chamber involved in the process makes it ex-
pensive.

� The precursor gas used in the process can be highly toxic and non-
environment friendly.

� Use of metal organic gas as a precursor can be expensive.

� In case of alloys with different thermal expansion coefficient, deposi-
tion at high temperature can affect the surface stability and induce
stresses.

� The process can be time consuming in some cases. For example,
deposition of super lattice structures.

Table 1.8: General challenges offered by contemporary material deposition meth-
ods.
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ular because of its precise process and thickness control capabilities and excellent

self limiting characteristics [212–214]. Considering all these advantages that can

be gained, it is quite common to see wide use for sensing surface coating with ALD

and combining it with other techniques [215–217]. One of the major application of

the ALD is to enhance the performance of existing surface conditions by coating

of various materials. For example, Lotfabad et al. [218] have used ALD process

to coat TiO2 on silicon nanowires to enhance the cyclic stability and coulombic

efficiency of lithium ion battery which can be beneficial for in-vivo sensor ap-

plications. Similarly, Feng et al. [219] have used ALD process to coat Pd nano

particles with alumina to prevent sintering and enhance stability at higher tem-

perature. Following the same approach, Liu et al. [220] have coated semiconductor

electrodes with passivation layers to enhance the water-splitting performance for

better hydrogen extraction from water source. In addition, ALD process may be

used for the enhancement of electrical performance of silicon nanowires by coating

it with material with higher electrical conductivity. Considering all these possibil-

ities, it is safe to say that ALD can be a huge advantage for sensing performance

enhancement by modifying surfaces with coatings.

Overall, discussion in this section includes advantage and limitations offered by

various manufacturing methods for fabrication of nano structured sensing surfaces

along with their effect on sensors’ performance. Many of the limitations can be

overcome by simply employing inexpensive laser ablation process. Furthermore,

basic functioning of the laser processing and its potential to be used for sensing

surface fabrication with research possibilities and current works are discussed in

the following section.

1.4 Laser ablation and laser processing

The approach of laser ablation for nano fabrication was first reported by Morales

et al. [221]. Since then, for nano-micro fabrication, laser is used for manufacturing

of porous film and particles made of materials like titanium, tantalum, carbon,
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silicon and many other non metallic materials [222–226]. Porous surfaces made

with various materials are used in many sensing applications. For example, porous

silicon for vapor and optical sensing, porous zinc oxide for gas sensing, and porous

titanium dioxide for humidity sensing [227–230].

Furthermore, specific studies of porous titanium and silicon using laser abla-

tion can be seen on significant surge. The growing interest in porous titanium can

be because of the biocompatibility and its wide spread use in biomedical field for

implant fabrication. Additionally, years of available experience with titanium in

biomedical field can help to comprehend suitability in terms of nano-bio research

and development [231–234]. Similarly, silicon has been widely accepted in semicon-

ductor industry since decades ago helping researchers to understand its behavior

through years of available research. Abundance of silicon material on the earth

made it a promising candidate for future research.

1.4.1 Laser ablation : Process control

Ultrashort laser pulses employ unconventional melting phenomenon to process the

surface. Tom et al. [235] indicated in their study that top layer (≈ 100 Å) of silicon

crystals distorted in 150 fs after the surface was excited by 100 fs laser pulse. This

study then supported by Stampfli et al. [236] who demonstrated that silicon lattice

structure destroyed within 100 fs of time once the electron hole plasma was created.

The time of distortion was quite shorter than time needed for crystals to melt in

conventional fashion. Later on, in another study, Stampfli et al. [237] concluded

that laser induced energy causes the excitation of electron with higher extent than

its stable limit resulting in atoms having enough energy to destroy structure and

rapidly melt it in much shorter time than conventional melting. In other words,

femtosecond laser ablation provides melting without any phase transformation at

the focal point resulting in a local heating instead of bulk heating which provides

better control over target properties.

The picosecond and nanosecond laser may have extremely small melt pool at
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the focal point because of relatively larger pulse duration. These laser charac-

teristics can provide uniform surface property to achieve homogeneous sensing

behavior in application such as gas detection. Additionally, laser ablation induced

nano particles provide good stability which might be helpful to achieve longer use-

ful lifespan for sensors [238, 239]. As mentioned, instead of conventional heating

which involves phase transformation, laser ablation with controlled parameters

interacts with the electron of the surface material which then followed by conven-

tional heating in nearby regions [240]. The concentrated laser provides power at

the scale of GW/cm2. The produced plasma creates its own controlled environ-

ment within the laser spot which induces a surface breakout through multi step

behavior creating a shock wave [241, 242]. Figure 1.1 depicts the formation of

nanofibrous structure caused by plum expansion for silicon substrate.

Figure 1.1: Nanofiber generation on silicon substrate using laser ablation

In other words, the electromagnetic energy and momentum transfered from

laser beam to surface eject the electrons causing temperature rise and resulting

in formation of ionized gas (plasma) which expands like shock-wave around sub-

strate surface being processed. The continues process causes accumulation of en-

ergy which overtakes the ablation threshold of the material resulting in removal
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of surface particles. Plasma, after the formation of small melt pool at focal point,

contains mixture of ions, electrons, and nanoparticles. In ambient air, plum core

is hot compared to expanded plum causing particles to move towards relatively

cooler region. Hence, lower temperature in such region causes nucleation and

crystallization of accumulated solid structure [243]. The solidified particles are

formed by aggregate-aggregate and atom-aggregate attachments [244]. The re-

sulting structure can have particles or mesh-like geometry with nano level which

cab be recognized as nanofibrous structures [243].

1.4.2 Advantages of laser approach

Localized heating in case of laser ablation can reduce the stability problem as

overall substrate is maintained at relatively lower temperature [91]. The fabrica-

tion of nanowires and processing is possible at ambient condition as demonstrated

by Colpitts et al. [245]. The elimination of vacuum chamber for nano processing

makes the approach relatively cost effective than any other conventional deposition

method discussed earlier. In addition, the process provides number of parameters

like laser frequency, power, scanning speed and patterning methodology to alter

the porosity and diameter of the nanowires. Also, in laser processing, laser beam

relieves energy on a material surface in the form of very strong but short pulses

as explained in section 1.4.1 which creates localized heating in very small region

instead of bulk material uniform temperature elevation eliminating the possible

effect on crystalline structure or bulk material properties. Furthermore, altering

surface topology with conventional methods can be extremely expensive. During

photo-lithography process, changing a pattern requires different photo-mask cost-

ing upto $100k each because of complicated fabrication process [142]. Instead of

using expensive photo-mask patterning at micro level, it is also possible to use laser

induced silicon amorphous patterned layer as etch stop as demonstrated by Kiani

et al. [142]. Later, they demonstrated the control of pattern width by varying laser

pulse duration and number of pulses [143]. In addition, all conventional nano and
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micro fabrication techniques involve some kind of gas for which leak proof enclosed

cabinet is a necessary increasing overall cost and possibility of environmental con-

tamination or toxicity if hazardous precursors are being used. Laser processing

done for nano or micro fabrication does not need any precursors as can be seen in

many studies [221, 246–248]. Furthermore, laser processing also facilitates inher-

ent pulse width variation with nano-second, pico-second and femto-second laser

for divers possibilities.

1.4.3 Possibilities with laser ablation

To the best of our knowledge, only few groups have done study on control and

effect of laser ablation parameters. Kiani and his research group [91,92,143] have

studied the effect of laser processing parameters like power, various combinations

of laser power and frequencies, scanning overloop and line spacing on patterned

surface characteristics like pattern width, size of particles, conductivity of porous

nanowires, doping concentration and diameter of nanowires. Similarly, Tull et al.

[153] have demonstrated the possibility of variation in silicon surface morphologies

using variation in a number of femtosecond laser pulses for a specific pulse duration.

The variation in process demonstrated formation of defined array of irrupted silicon

pillars as the number of femtosecond pulses increased from 100 to 600 with the

pulse duration of 100 fs. In the same way, Kuzmin et al. [249] have used different

pulse duration of femtosecond laser to control the nano particles made of silicon

processed while submerged in ethanol. They varied pulse duration from 35-900 fs

which resulted in nanoparticles with different size varying from few nano meters

to 200 nm. Table 1.9 depicts the summery of these studies for porous silicon

substrate.

Considering all ease of process and freedom of changing operating parameters,

combination of laser ablation with other modern techniques can be a promising ap-

proach to fabricate sensing surface with various desirable characteristics. Hamza

et al. [92] have used sputtering method to deposit gold particles on the porous
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Laser System
Laser parameter

varied
Effect on topology Ref.

Diode-pumped and
Yb-doped

femtosecond laser
system with laser
spot φ 10.4 µm

Combination of power
(94.8-6.25 W) and

frequency (8-26 MHz)

Pattern width
variation 5.80− 4.05
µm @ scanning speed

of 100 m/s
[143]

Nd:YAG nanosecond
laser with laser spot

φ 20 µm

Laser power 2.35-9 W
@ condition 1

Average silicon particle
size ≈ 4-14 nm @ 5

overlap config.
[91]

Nd:YAG nanosecond
laser with laser spot

φ 20 µm

1-5 overloop config. @
condition 1

Average fiber diameter
≈ 75-125 nm @

Power-12 W
[92]

Femtosecond laser
with laser spot φ 150
µm (SF6 atmosphere

@ 67 kPa)

Number of laser pulses
100-600 @ 100 fs pulse

duration, 800 nm
wavelength, Laser

fluence of 8 KJ/m2,
frequency of 1 kHz

Bulk rough surface to
Surface having array of

erupted pillars
[153]

Nd:YAG nanosecond
laser with laser spot

φ 20 µm

1-5 overloop config. @
2.35 W and condition

1

Conductivity
(Siemens/cm) ≈

0.75-1.25
[91]

femtosecond laser
system

(Spectra-Physics
Spitfire Pro) with

gaussian beam
diameter of 12 mm
(at the 1/e2 level)

Pulse duration of 35
to 900 fs @ 800 nm

wavelength, frequency
of 1 kHz, Laser fluence
of 4 KJ/m2, 10 min

exposure

Silicon nano particle
with diameter less

than 3 nm to 200 nm
(Silicon immersed in a

95% ethanol)

[249]

Nd:YAG nanosecond
laser with laser spot

φ 20 µm

9-2.5 W @ 0.025 mm
leading @ condition 1

Gold concentration in
laser processed gold
sputtered silicon film

2-5.2 %
[91]

Condition 1 : 0.025 mm leading distance, scanning speed of 100 mm/s and frequency
of 100 kHz.

Table 1.9: Topology change on porous silicon with respect to various laser process
parameters.

silicon substrate fabricated by laser processing which provided relatively higher

conductivity due to fused gold nano particles available in porous structure which

might be useful to enhance performance of the sensor employing silicon sensing sur-

face. Furthermore, according to a study done by Powell et al. [250], porous silicon

fabricated using femtosecond laser exhibits surface enhanced Raman scattering
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(SERS) activity which can be significant for nano-Raman sensing applications.

The method recommends use of Rhodamine 6G (R6G) and CrystalViolet(CV)

chemical dyes to get maximum enhancement factor at the order of 106 with re-

spect to bulk silicon to measure the weak and scattered signal. Enhancement

factor for SERS devices defined as EF = ((INS/NNS)/(Isub/Nsub)). Where, INS

and Isub are intensities of Raman signal from the nano web structure and from

the substrate while NNS and Nsub are number of molecules contributing to the

Raman signal from nano web structure and from the substrate. Later, Powell et

al. [251] fused silicon amorphous structure with gold nano particles which further

improved the enhancement factor by 10 times relative to pure silicon porous struc-

ture. In addition, they used similar approach by doping silicon nanocore structure

with Au and AuPd for the detection of biomolecule L-glutathione (GSH). The

approach improved enhancement factor by almost 100 times with respect to pure

silicon nanocore structure for L-glutathione detection [252]. Similarly, using laser

ablation, Sima et al. [243] have controlled porosity of alumina coated with cerium

stabilized zirconium dioxide doped hydroxyapatite to enhance bioreactivity and

biocompatibility which can contribute to porous silicon surface adaptability for

in-vivo sensing application. Noticeably, it can be a promising approach to use

atomic layer deposition with laser ablation to coat laser fabricated nanowires with

various material by controlling thickness at atomic level or to chemically mod-

ify the nanoporous surface to explore sensing possibilities with new approach as

demonstrated by Makra et al. [253]. Overall, modified silicon sensing surfaces may

have better properties in terms of conductivity, biocompatibility or film stabil-

ity depending on the modification approach, coating material and coat thickness

resulting in a sensor having better sensing characteristics.

1.4.4 Research objectives

As discussed in previous section, importance of nano and micro structured surface

for the sensing purpose are immense. Various techniques being used for the fab-
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rication may offer significant advantages and limitations depending on numerous

parameters. However, latest approach of laser ablation could be an inexpensive

and simple method to fabricate such sensing surface. The fabrication of silicon

nano fibrous structure with laser ablation has already been proven in recent stud-

ies done by A. Kiani and his research group [91,92]. Hence, considering possibilities

of providing large surface area with nano particles and nano fibers, its potential to

be used as a sensing surface along with its characteristics of being biocompatible

and abundance of silicon material on planet earth, makes it a viable candidate

for being used as a sensing surface [227, 228, 245]. In addition, to the best of our

knowledge, until now, there has been few studies (discussed in the Table 1.9) to

comprehend porous silicon surface morphology produced with varying laser pa-

rameters. However, variation in electrical properties of such porous silicon with

different laser parameters are yet to be understood. Considering advantages of-

fered by relatively inexpensive and simple approach of laser ablation, for porous

silicon to be used as a sensing surface, it is essential to understand the effect of

laser ablation with various parameters on electrical properties along with variation

in surface topology. Study of such electrical behavior offered by porous silicon can

enable the estimation of required transducers and similar electrical components to

employ it as a sensing surface.

As mentioned, there are number of laser parameters such as frequency, pulsa-

tion width, power, scanning speed, number of loops and leading distance available

for the process variation. Here, leading (L) is the distance between two consecutive

scan processed on specimen during laser plasma processing and number of scan-

ning loop is the count of laser passed through same ablated surface. For instance,

3 NL would mean laser beam has passed 3 times over the same surface. Such pa-

rameters might have their own way to affect the ablation process. As an example,

increasing power simply increases the energy supplied to a specific spot per unit

time. However, changing pulsation width with same power value can affect the

way energy delivered on the same surface. Similarly, other mentioned scanning
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parameters also affects the energy delivered per unit area per unit time.

In addition, considering increasing use of silicon as a sensing surface, parame-

ters like scanning speed, number of scanning loops and leading distance can affect

the rate of the production directly which can cause significant financial impact

to the manufacturer. To fabricate HNfSi on 10 mm×10 mm silicon surface with

leading of 0.05 mm and scanning speed of 100 mm/s, the processing time required

would be ≈ 20 sec. Also, if leading is decreased to 0.025 mm with same scanning

speed, the total processing time would increase to ≈ 40 sec. Similar effect can

be seen with variation in scanning speed and number of loops as well. Moreover,

parameters like laser power directly relate to the power consumptions which could

affect financial aspect of manufacturing as well as its direct or indirect involve-

ment with preservation of environment. Considering feasibility of use of porous

silicon as a sensing surface, associated topological features and its diverse resistive

behavior, it is vital to understand the effect of all the control parameters involved

with laser processing.

The main objective of the carried out studies are listed as follows:

� Determine the feasibility of generating Hybrid Nano-Fibrous Si/SiO2 struc-

ture (HNfSi) consisting only nanofibers, only nano-particles and hybrid struc-

ture containing both nano-particles and nanofibers using a ultrashort (pi-

cosecond/nanosecond) pulsed laser.

� Investigate the effects of various laser parameters e.g. frequency, power,

pulsation width, number of loops and leading distance on topology, material

and optical properties of HNfSi.

� Understanding the effects of laser parameters on bulk electrical resistivity

offered by HNfSi having diverse nano constituents.

� Study of thickness based resistive behavior offered by HNfSi consisting var-

ious form of nanostructure formed with variation in ablation temperature

and direct laser processing overlap.
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Chapter 2

Materials and methods

As discussed in the previous section, for this study, it was decided to use nano/pico

second laser ablation for the generation of micro/nano structured sensing surface.

Furthermore, Ytterbium laser was employed along with required optics and com-

puter controlled 2D scanner to focus and pattern the silicon surface. Various

methods, used for further analysis of resistive, optical, material and topological

characteristics of generated sensing surface, are discussed in this chapter along

with equipment and software used for accurate results.

2.1 Optical design/setup & laser

The schematic diagram of setup used for laser plasma processing of silicon surface

can be seen in Figure 2.1. Ytterbium discontinues fiber laser (IPG Laser Model :

YLPP-1-150V-30) along with wavelength of 1064 nm was employed for laser plasma

processing of n-type silicon < 100 > wafer. Initial laser diameter of 7.6 mm was

reduced to final theoretical spot diameter of≈ 29 µm. To achieve such focused laser

spot, iris diaphragm along with two axis galvo scanner mirror (JD2208 by Sino-

Galvo) with the help of F-theta lens having focal length of 63.5 mm were employed.

Laser parameters like frequency, power, pulsation width, laser processing speed,

leading distance were set to, 1200 kHz, 15 W, 150 ps, 100 mm/s and 0.025 mm

respectively along with 1 scanning loop unless varied. In addition, more than one
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Figure 2.1: Experimental setup for HNfSi fabrication.

set of similar samples were generated to maintain integrity of the results gained

through various surface characterization and resistivity tests.

2.2 Resistivity measurements

2.2.1 4-point probe

4-Point probe (NAPSON Corporation TC - 150u - 100g) was used to measure

direct bulk resistivity of prepared samples. It was measured on 5 different and

random locations on each sample to compensate any deviations in homogeneity of

ablated surface.

2.2.2 Parallel plate electrode configuration

Schematic diagram of parallel plate electrode configuration used for resistivity

measurement with the help of Keithley 2001 is shown in Figure 2.2. Because the

electrical resistivity offered by prepared samples is significantly higher than the
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Figure 2.2: Parallel plate electrode configuration for thickness based resistive
characterization of HNfSi.

same possessed by measuring system, any system resistance was avoided during

the calculations. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 2.2, L2 is identified as average

thickness of HNfSi (i.e T(HNfSi)) and L1 is an average thickness of left over sili-

con underneath the generated HNfSi. Furthermore, thickness of HNfSi measured

with the help of ImageJ analysis and vernier micrometer was applied to calculate

thickness based resistance. In addition, for the simplicity, resistance offered by

heat affected zone on the processed surface considered to be the same as a silicon

wafer.

2.3 Dimensional analysis of HNfSi

Optical microscope (Leitz laborlux 12 me) was used to capture the cross section of

processed silicon with HNfSi produced on it. ImageJ software (v 1.501 by Wayne

Rasband at the National Institutes of Health, USA.) was employed to measure

the HNfSi thickness (L2 in Figure 2.2) on the processed silicon. To set the scale

during ImageJ analysis, overall thickness (L1+L2 in Figure 2.2) of processed silicon

including HNfSi was referred which was measured with high precision Mitutoyo

digital vernier micro meter (Model MDH-25M with least count of 0.0001 mm or 0.1
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µm). In addition, ImageJ analysis was also employed to analyze Scanning Electron

Microscope (SEM) images of HNfSi to comprehend its geometrical characteristics

like fiber diameter and fibrous density.

For the integrity of fibrous diameter values, clearer SEM image out of two high

resolution images with magnification of 50,000X and 10,000X was referred. In each

case, fiber diameter is an average diameter value obtained from 60 randomly spread

spots in the same SEM image. In addition, fibrous density was calculated using

black and white image threshold feature in the ImageJ analysis where relatively

black pixels could be counted as a void and white pixels as a presence of fibrous

structure. However, such qualitative measurement may change with deviation of

few percent as it relies on individual judgment. Considering such factors, for all

the measurements done using ImageJ analysis, basic error of 5% is assumed.

2.4 Surface Characterization : SEM, Energy dis-

persive X-ray (EDX) and Raman spectroscopy

To enable advanced topological study of HNfSi, Quanta 3D 200/600 scanning elec-

tron microscope was employed. In addition, EDX (Equipment used : EDAX Gen-

esis 4000 energy dispersive X-ray system) and Raman spectroscopy tests (Equip-

ment used : Renishaw Raman Imaging Microscope System 2000) was used for the

detection of relative oxidization level and to confirm the respective concentration

of silicon and oxygen present on HNfSi.

2.5 Light spectroscopy

To analyze the reflective characteristics of the HNfSi, light spectroscopy for visible

spectrum range was done using Ocean Optics USB 2000+ along with the help of

full possible light intensity provided by Fiber-Lite MI-150. In addition, all of the

data was processed and extracted using Spectrasuit software.
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2.6 Statistical analysis

For reliable data analysis, Microsoft Excel 2016 and Matlab R2018a was used.

As stated before, for ImageJ analysis, 5% of error is assumed for geometrical

measurements done using SEM images. Furthermore, error bar presented in all

of the graph represents possible one standard deviation in measured quantity.

To analyze the significant difference between means, 95% of confidence level was

applied to One Way Anova analysis with one factor. In addition, wherever noticed,

the lack of significant difference between respective means is discussed in further

explanation.
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Chapter 3

Theoretical background

As mentioned earlier, laser setup employed for the study facilitates variation of im-

portant laser parameters like frequency, power, pulsation width along with numer-

ous scanning parameters like scanning speed, loop and leading distance. However,

laser parameters may have significant effect on fabricated topology considering its

effect on the way the heat transfer takes place during the ablation process. Al-

teration in such laser parameters changes the deposition sequence and ablation

intensity affecting resulting structure’s morphology significantly. Hence, possible

theoretical effect of various laser parameters on ablation temperature is studied

along with theoretical background needed to analyze the resistance offered by

generated HNfSi using various resistance measuring methods. In addition, for effi-

cient sensing performance, requirement of theoretical minimum fiber diameter was

studied.

3.1 Temperature generation with laser ablation

Although, ablation process is immensely complex; assuming conventional mode

of heat transfer with all the available laser parameters, it is possible to obtain

some insight on the probable effect on ablation temperature with its variation.

For application of conventional heat transfer model with Gaussian profile of the

laser beam, use of cylindrical coordinates is essential. One dimensional heat flow
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using cylindrical coordinates can be described as below.

[
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∂r2
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In equation 3.1, r, φ and z depicts cylindrical coordinates. In addition, k(thermal

diffusivity) and K (thermal conductivity) are assigned specified characteristics

for the material of interest. However, due to no internal heat generation along

with assumption of complete homogeneity of processed silicon, dependency on

coordinate φ will be eliminated as well as internal heat generation rate qg would

be zero. Hence equation 3.1 can be modified as below,

[
∂2t

∂r2
+

1

r
.
∂t

∂r
+
∂t2

∂z2

]
k =

∂t

∂τ
(3.2)

However, such equation presents simpler heat flow behavior along the axis parallel

to incident angle. Considering reduction in laser power with increasing depth, the

behavior of temperature might not be linear along the progressive distance. To

mimic the laser processing on a material block, considering Gaussian profile of the

laser beam, these equation was further modified into two dimensional heat flow

equation for a ring heat source by Carslaw et al. [254,255]. Such equation can be

described as below,

Tr,z,τ =
Q

4ρc(πkτ)3/2
exp

[
−r2 − r′2 − z2

4kτ

]
I0

(
rr′

2kτ

)
(3.3)

In this equation, k,ρ and c represent, in order, thermal diffusivity, density and

specific heat of the material of interest. Q is the total heat deposited on ma-

terial being processed and r′ is the radius of a corresponding ring. In addition,

I0 denotes the modified Bessel function. Using equation 3.3 along with Laplace

transformation and integration of Gaussian profile with radius d, John Ready [255]

introduced equation suitable for prediction of temperature profile for noncontin-

uous laser. Furthermore, Hendow et al. [256] presented the same equation with
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modification for temporal pulse profile longer than 10 ns as shown below,

∆T (r, z, τ) = Imaxγ
√
k√

πK

∫ τ
0

1√
t[1+ 8kt

W2 ]
e
−1

[
z2

4kt
+ r2

4kt+1
2W2

]
dt (3.4)

In equation 3.4, peak intensity is the ratio of power and laser spot area. So,

intensity is calculated as Imax = (4Pmeasured)/(πd
2fτ). In addition, f is the laser

pulse frequency, Pmeasured is the laser power, k is the diffusivity of the material, K

is the conductivity of the material, γ is the fraction of pulse energy absorbed by

material, τ is the laser pulsation width, z is the plasma ionization depth, r is the

radius of laser spot diameter with respect to center of plasma ionization, and W

is the value of beam’s field radius (1/e). In our study, pulse width are specified

within four steps, namely, 150 ps, 1 ns, 2 ns and 5 ns. It is important to note

that equation 3.4 is used only for primary judgment of the effect of important

laser parameters assuming completely typical heat transfer taking place even with

pulsation width lower than 10 ns.

3.2 Resistivity measurements

3.2.1 Four point probe

Four point probe was employed to measure the resistivity for porous silicon pre-

pared with variation in frequency, power and scanning loops. Regular setup for

the four point probe can be seen in Figure 3.1. When the distance between all

four probes considered to be same (i.e S1 = S2 = S3 = S = 1 mm), for the large

area, resistivity of the surface (ρ) would be [257],

ρ0 =
V

I
2πS × F

(
l

S

)
(3.5)

In equation 3.5, V is the measured voltage, I is the current, S is the distance
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Figure 3.1: Four point probe for thin film resistance measurement.

between two consecutive probes, and l is the minimum possible distance of any of

four probe from the boundary of sample. Here, the ratio F (l/S) is a correction

factor considering the fabricated thin film with finite area. Considering available

ratio of l/S > 3 in carried experiments, for any configuration involving electrodes

parallel or perpendicular to boundary with it being conductive or non conductive

boundaries, the correction factor could be considered F (l/S) ≈ 1 [257]. Hence,

considering our interest in relative resistivity measurements and larger area of the

thin film relative to probe size and distance between probes, the thin films can

be considered large enough to employ simple concept with equation 3.5 for resis-

tivity measurement. Considering our interest in characterizing silicon wafer with

porous thin film fabricated on it as a whole, unclear boundary conditions between

pure silicon, heat affected zone and nanostructured silicon; relative comparison of

resistivity was taken into account.

3.2.2 Parallel electrode configuration

Using 4 point probe, it was possible to measure bulk resistivity of the fabricated

HNfSi. However, in order to measure thickness based resistivity of just the fibrous

structure, parallel electrode configuration was used. As shown in Figure 3.2, fab-

ricated HNfSi along with silicon wafer was placed between two copper electrode

connected to the resistivity measuring setup. Resistance offered by such setup was

measured to be ≈ 6 Ω. Such resistance was simply ignored considering very high
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resistive properties of HNfSi.

Figure 3.2: HNfSi accommodation between two copper electrodes with figurative
demonstration of heat affected zone (HaSi).

As shown in Figure 3.2, all the components associated with such configuration

connected in series with the resistivity measuring circuit. Hence, resistance offered

by copper, silicon, heat affected zone in silicon and HNfSi can be denoted as RCu,

RSi, RHaSi and RHNfSi respectively. Total resistance, RTotal, offered by such

system can be shown with equation below,

RTotal = 2×RCu +RSi +RHaSi +RHNfSi (3.6)

Upon laser processing of polycrystalline silicon, the formation of defect states

would occur at the grain boundaries along with enlarged grains causing decrease

in conductivity. When laser ablation rate in such process was increased from 300

mJ/cm2 to 400 mJ/cm2, conductivity of the heat affected film was decreased

from ≈ 0.3 S/cm to ≈ 0.1 S/cm [258]. However, in this study, only the single

crystal silicon (99.99% pure) was used. Therefore, with no irregular crystalline

boundaries, heat affected zone in pure silicon is less likely to have drastic change

in resistivity. Considering immense resistive behavior of manufactured fibrous thin

film, slight increase in resistivity of heat affected zone can be assumed to be the
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same as silicon for simplicity. Hence,

RTotal = RSi +RHNfSi → RTotal =

(
ρl

A

)
Si

+

(
ρl

A

)
HNfSi

(3.7)

In above equation, l represents the thickness of respective entity. Similarly, A

depicts least cross section area available with such configuration. Total resistivity

offered by Si is calculated to be 0.361 MΩ.mm. Hence, with ImageJ analyzed

dimensions of thickness associated with Si and HNfSi, resistivity offered by specific

fibrous structure can be calculated with equation below,

ρ HNfSi =

(
A

l

)
HNfSi

[
RTotal −

(
ρl

A

)
Si

]
(3.8)

3.3 Surface topology for sensing 2

3.3.1 Surface area enhancement with nano particles

Figure 3.3: Surface area with miniaturization of the same volume.

As discussed earlier, the surface area of sensing probe plays an important role

in performance of the sensor. Exponential enhancement of the surface area with

miniaturization can be understood by Figure 3.3. Same cube with 1 cm3 volume

2Chapter 3.3 has been published as a review paper titled ’Nano structured sensing surface:
Significance in sensor fabrication’ in Elsevier journal Sensors and Actuators B. https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.snb.2018.04.085.
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which normally possess 6 cm2 of area, can have area of 6 × 107 cm2 if spliced in

to nano cubes. It is easy to understand that the molecular detection possibilities

in application such as gas sensing can be higher with enhanced surface area and

with smaller probes which can be quite beneficial for miniaturized sensors with

high sensing performance.

3.3.2 Nanofiber diameter for sensors

As per conventional approach to understand resistivity or conductivity, associ-

ated diameter and transmission length of structure affects such characteristics

significantly. In case of nano fibers, this effect can be maximized considering its

significantly small diameter. In addition, due to potential of HNfSi to be used as

sensing surface of anthropometric sensors where change in electrical conductivity

is measured; understanding effect of fiber diameter on electrical characteristics is

essential. As shown in Figure 3.4, consider the nanowire with ED free electrical

carriers with charge q which has effective surface diameter of Da initially. After in-

teractions with analyte, the thickness of a layer by accumulated analyte molecules

would be D−Da. To counter effect, depending on the nature of charged molecules,

the free carriers from nanowires will accumulate to the surface which then reduce

the effective diameter from Da to Db. Considering the drift carrier velocity [259],

basic current estimation for nanowire with radius Ra would be,

I = Carrier velocity(ν)× Area(πRa
2)× Electrical charge(qED) (3.9)

Ideally, the charge accumulated on the nanowires in form of analyte should be

equal to the charge accumulated by free carriers inside the nanowire. The relation

between both can be shown with equation 3.10. Where Emol is number of foreign

molecules recited on the nanowires. If all these information would be used to

calculate the sensitivity by employing general definition of sensitivity in terms of

induced current as S ≈ (Ia − Ib)/Ib, then performance can be shown in the form
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Figure 3.4: Effect of nanowire diameter on sensitivity.

of equation 3.11 [260,261].

Qmol = qED(πRa
2 − πRb

2) = qEmolπDa (3.10)

S ≈ EmolDa

EDRa
2 ≈

4Emol
EDDa

(3.11)

As per basic understanding, reducing diameter should reduce the electrical conduc-

tivity; contrary above equation depicts that sensitivity can increase with reducing

diameter and lowering doping density because reduced carrier numbers can help

magnify the change as initial current would be smaller and resulting change would

be relatively larger causing higher sensitivity. In addition, the equation suggest

that increase in a diameter caused by analyte molecule accumulation can result

in a higher sensitivity which might be because of simultaneous increase in sensing

surface area.

The equation 3.11 presents some limitation with detection of uniformity of

charge on surface, fail to account for effect of fluidic environment on performance,

variance in charge because of presence of not-in-interest molecules and detection

of depletion mode operation without separating it from accumulated charge. De-

spite all the limitations, basic comprehension can be gathered as nanowires with

smaller diameter and lower doping concentration can be helpful to achieve higher

sensing performance. Despite the advantages, it is necessary to consider that the
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trend of sensing improvement with miniaturized probe may not provide significant

advantage after reaching certain level because of inherent sensing limit associated

with diffusion, time required for analyte molecules to encounter sensing probe and

settling time [262, 263]. In addition, potentiometric sensing behavior can be lim-

ited by charge type of the analyte molecules. For example, in case of nonporous

surface, if the substrate is charged, it will repel the analyte molecules with the

similar charge type causing an inaccurate analyte detection [264].

3.3.3 Critical silicon nanowire diameter

As the depletion zone formation happens near the surface of nanowires, it is im-

portant to control the non conductive zone to maintain current flow. If diameter

of the nanowire is reduced below certain level, the number of mobility charges can

be reduced relatively because of comparatively smaller available volume. Further-

more, depletion zone at the time can be bigger to overtake the full diameter of a

fiber causing accumulation of all free carriers from the nanowires and making it al-

most impossible to flow the current to detect a signal. In case of silicon nanofibers,

laser processing in ambient condition can lead to oxidized nanofibers formed with

layer of SiO2 [265]. The formation of layer can significantly affect the performance

as it contains the trapped charges near to Si− SiO2 interface.

for such case, to avoid full depletion of the nanowires Schmidt et al. [266] have

derived equation to calculate the critical radius of nanowires with related interface

trap level density. The calculated value is a radius for full depletion of a nanofibers.

Hence, according to equation 3.12 radius above critical radius will be a safe value

to achieve partial depletion in nanowires.

acritical =
εs

q2Eit

[
−1 +

[
4q2Eit
σεs

(q2Eitψ0 −Qf )

]1/2]
(3.12)

In equation 3.12 ψ0 is a potential at r = 0, Eit is an interface trap level density

(ev−1cm−2), εs is a relative permittivity of silicon, Qf is a density of fixed oxide
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charges and q is an elementary charge. For simplification, expansion of square

root of such equation to the first order can be written as equation 3.13. According

to the equation 3.12, reduction in the value of trapped charge densities can help

achieve smaller critical radius. One of the approach to accomplish that could be

annealing process in oxygen atmosphere which forms high quality oxide followed by

short annealing in hydrogen atmosphere ensuring passivation of remaining interface

states [267].

acritical ≈
2

σ
(q2Eitψ0 −Qf ) (3.13)

In both of the equations, estimation of terms like ψ0 is quite complicated as it

requires knowledge of density of available donors and acceptors as well as density

of states in the conduction and valence band [266, 268]. However, in our study,

content formation of SiO2 can be estimated relatively which limits the accuracy. In

addition, such mathematical model also ignores the variation in dimensions of nano

fibers and charges fused from the bulk silicon underneath the fibrous structure.

Furthermore, it is also important to note that the oxidation layer developed on

fibrous structure may not have uniform cross section and homogeneity throughout

oxidized layer. However, with the additional work in future, obtained available

information on SiO2 content, behavior with varying surface topology and other

required quantities, one might be able to calculate and correlate critical diameter

required for efficient performance with the context to application in interest.
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Chapter 4

Effects of laser frequency, power

and scanning loops3

As explained in section 1.4.1, laser plasma processing causes the accumulation

of naoparticles dispersed on the surface and in some cases, structured as nano

fibers. Such accumulation can be identified through TEM (Transmission electron

microscopy) results of nanofibers as shown in figure 4.1(a).

Figure 4.1: (a) Formation of nano fibers caused by accumulation of Re-solidified
Silicon Nano-particles (R-SiNp). (b) SEM result of laser ablated silicon surface -
mixture of nano particles and nano fibers.

As the ablation process being conducted in air, the re-solidified particles and

nanofibers may get oxidized [92, 265]. In case of ablation with pico-second laser,

3Chapter 4 has been published with title ’Pulsed ionized mesh-like assembly of hybrid silica
nanostructures with controlled resistivity’ in Elsevier journal Applied Surface Science. https:

//doi.org/10.1016/j.apsusc.2018.05.107.
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pulsation width being quite smaller than time required for conventional melt down

of crystals, with enough power and frequency, it can enable evaporation without

phase transfer (i.e metal to vapor conversion) [235–237]. This will motivate the

generation of relatively smaller melt-pool with dense fibrous structure. Thus,

silicon ablation process done using pico-second laser could be more beneficial for

fiber generation than laser with longer pulsation width.

Figure 4.2: Raman spectroscopy results for HNfSi.

In this study, the SEM results depicts the generation of R-SiNp (Re-solidified

Silicon Nano Particles) with nano fibrous structure as shown in Figure 4.1(b). Sil-

icon and silicon dioxide characteristics can be identified at wavelength of 519 cm−1

and 954 cm−1 respectively in Raman spectroscopy results by observing the signal

domination at such wavelengths [269]. Considering the frequency peak and hump,

presence of Si and SiO2 resulted from oxidation of fibers and silicon particles can

be noticed in Raman spectroscopy results shown in Figure 4.2. As fibrous topology

offers more surface area with oxidized fibers, the oxygen content on the same area

increases significantly. Contrary, the silicon content remains dominating where

there is a presence of R-SiNp which can be noticed from the EDX results shown

in Figure 4.3(a) and 4.3(b). Moreover, content proportion of the nano fibers and

R-SiNp plays an important role in various characteristics of the HNfSi. In this
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Figure 4.3: (a) EDX result for the spot with R-SiNp on HNfSi (b) EDX results
for spot with dense silicon nano fibers on HNfSi.

study, we have used various laser parameters such as frequency, power and scan-

ning parameter like loop to generate HNfSi with different topological conditions.

Furthermore, focus of this study is to determine the change in bulk electrical resis-

tance of HNfSi with respect to variation in different laser and scanning parameters.

4.1 Effects of variation in laser frequency

Silicon laser ablation processing was done at frequency value of 1200 kHz, 800

kHz and 600 kHz with keeping other laser and scanning parameters constants

as mentioned in section 2.1. SEM results for the samples prepared at described

frequencies are shown with resolution of 50,000X and 10,000X in Figure 4.4 along

with the detailed analysis of topological characteristics in Figure 4.5 and 4.6.

As it can be noticed on Figure 4.4(a), fiber formation did not happen with

the frequency of 600 kHz. From ImageJ analysis of Figure 4.4(a), the diameter

of R-SiNp was found to be ranging from ≈ 175 nm to 725 nm. Contrary, as

we increase the frequency from 600 kHz to 800 kHz, presence of nano fibers was

found as shown in Figure 4.4(b). Such fibrous structure occupies area fraction of

≈ 17% of total area and R-SiNp with diameter ranging from ≈ 175 nm to 675
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Figure 4.4: SEM images (resolution of 50,000X and 10,000X) of HNfSi produced
by laser processing with repetition rate of (a) 600 kHz (b) 800 kHz and (c) 1200
kHz.

nm. Further increase in frequency results in considerable generation of fibrous

structure which can be seen in Figure 4.4(c). The area covered by the fibrous

structure increased from 17% to almost 42% when frequency was elevated from

800 kHz to 1200 kHz. In addition, with the same increment in frequency, the

existence of R-SiNp bounded by nano fibrous structure was identified in Figure

4.4(c). The diameter for R-SiNp was found to be ranging from ≈ 225 nm to 975

mm. It is important to note that the particles above ≈ 600 nm is more of cluster

made of small particles rather than a single identifiable R-SiNp. Such clusters

above 1 µm are not considered for the ImageJ analysis.

Figure 4.5: Comparison of distribution of (a) nano fiber (using 50,000X SEM
image) and (b) R-SiNp (using 10,000X SEM image) diameter for HNfSi prepared
with frequency of 1200 kHz, 800 kHz and 600 kHz.

Moreover, the distribution of particles and nanofibers with respect to their di-

ameter range can be seen in Figure 4.5. From the analysis of Figure 4.5(a), the
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of (a) nano fiber (using 50,000X SEM image) and (b)
R-SiNp (using 10,000X SEM image) mean diameter for HNfSi prepared with fre-
quency of 1200 kHz, 800 kHz and 600 kHz.

diameter of silicon nanofibers manufactured using 1200 kHz frequency laser abla-

tion was found to be in a relatively short range of ≈ 8 nm to 33 nm with average

diameter of ≈ 15.5 nm. Contrary, with the use of 800 kHz of frequency, it was ob-

served to be in wide range varying from ≈ 12 nm to 77 nm with average diameter of

≈ 34.7 nm. Hence, significant difference was observed between average nano fiber

diameter of samples processed with 1200 kHz and 800 kHz of laser frequency as

shown in Figure 4.6(a). Furthermore, as per Figure 4.5(b), samples prepared with

600 kHz laser frequency ablation have diverse and non-uniform trend for particle

formation. Contrary, for frequency of 800 kHz, almost 70% of formed R-SiNp par-

ticles have diameters ranging from ≈ 175 to 425 nm. However, as shown in Figure

4.5(b), the distribution with respect to size of R-SiNp is observed to be random

and non-uniform for the sample processed with frequency of 1200 kHz. As shown

in Figure 4.6(b), It is important to note that, there was no significant difference

between the average diameter of R-SiNp formed with laser ablation frequencies of

1200 kHz and 600 kHz. However, difference of the same was considerable when

compared with the sample processed using 800 kHz of laser frequency.

Such variation in topological structure of HNfSi can impact the electrical be-

havior in various terms. From Figure 4.7, the normal trend of increase in resistance

can be noticed as the frequency is varied from 600 kHz to 1200 kHz. Resistance
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Figure 4.7: 4-Point resistivity measurement of HNfSi processed with laser fre-
quency of 1200 kHz, 800 kHz and 600 kHz.

Figure 4.8: EDX results for HNfSi processed with frequency of (a) 1200 kHz (b)
800 KHz and (c) 600 KHz with (d) presence of silicon and oxygen by weight%.

change could be caused due to many possible factors namely porous fibrous topol-

ogy, oxidized nano fibers and also content of R-SiNp. Such increase in resistance

can be justified by the ImageJ analysis of Figure 4.4 and EDX results shown in

Figure 4.8. As discussed before, transcending towards high laser frequency helps

formation of dense nano fibrous structure with lessening of R-SiNp. In case of

ablation with relatively lower laser frequency, higher content of R-SiNp causes

lower surface area resulting in a relatively lower SiO2 content which enables some-

what moderate resistive behavior of HNfSi. Contrary, laser ablation with relatively
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Figure 4.9: Light spectroscopy analysis for HNfSi processed with laser frequency
of 1200 kHz, 800 kHz and 600 kHz

higher laser frequency produces much more surface area with dense fibrous struc-

ture along with dominating SiO2 content causing intense resistive behavior. Minor

increase in resistance for HNfSi prepared with frequency of 800 kHz with respect to

600 kHz and drastic elevation in resistance with frequency of 1200 kHz with respect

to 800 kHz can be explained from availability of silicon nano fibrous structure from

Figure 4.4. HNfSi prepared with 1200 kHz of frequency possesses much dense and

defined fibrous structure than HNfSi prepared with 800 kHz of frequency causing

drastic elevation in resistance. Similarly, HNfSi processed with 800 kHz has minor

presence of fibrous structure contributing to slightly higher resistance than HNfSi

prepared with 600 kHz of frequency.

Furthermore, light spectroscopy results of HNfSi, as shown in Figure 4.9 de-

picts significant difference in terms of light reflectance characteristics for HNfSi

processed with different laser frequencies. The difference between light absorption

can be caused due to the overall topological characteristics of the ablated silicon

surface. As discussed before, increase in frequency enables the formation of fi-

brous structure causing overall enlarged surface area. Hence, the light absorption

increases with wider available surface area. Overall, due to provision of proper

plum atmosphere with increase in frequency, the laser ablation causes formation
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of oxidized and dense fibrous structure contributing to intense resistive behavior

of ablated HNfSi. The effect of power on similar physical and electrical properties

of HNfSi is discussed in the next section.

4.2 Effects of variation in laser power

Silicon samples were prepared using three different power levels - 10 W, 15 W and

20 W. The parameters like pulsation width, scanning speed and leading distance

were kept constant as before. Laser frequency was set to 1200 kHz with 1 loop of

scanning for specimen preparation. SEM results of HNfSi prepared with different

power level can be seen in Figure 4.10 with resolution of 50,000X and 10,000X

respectively.

Figure 4.10: SEM images (resolution of 50,000X and 10,000X) of laser processed
HNfSi with power level of (a) 10 W (b) 15 W and (c) 20 W.

From the SEM results, it was observed that the effect of power can be significant

on the generation of fibrous structure and R-SiNp. With relatively lower power of

10 W, the laser ablation process generates HNfSi made of R-SiNp with almost no

existence of silicon nano fibers which can be seen in Figure 4.10(a). From detailed

observation of Figure 4.10(a), it was found that there is a minute formation of

fibrous structure is taking place as described using circle mark. As the power

is increased from 10 W to 15 W, formation of the nano fibers structure becomes

more evident because of increase in overall ablation energy which can be seen from

Figure 4.10(b). However, significant amount of R-SiNp can be seen underneath
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Figure 4.11: SEM images (resolution of 50,000X and 10,000X) of laser ablated
HNfSi with power of 20 W, 15 W and 10 W.

the fibrous structure in low resolution figure as shown using circle marks. Overall,

laser ablation with power value of 15 W forms the R-SiNp covered with fibrous

structure. Furthermore, dense and uniform fibrous structure is achieved when

laser power was increased from 15 W to 20 W. Figure 4.10(c) depicts the porous,

uniform and 3D-fibrous structure formed with the laser power of 20 W.

Detailed ImageJ analysis of Figure 4.10 was done to inspect the topological

structure formed using ablation with various power values which can be seen in

Figure 4.11 and 4.12. Formation of fibrous structure instead of dominating R-SiNp

with increase in the power was observed as shown in Figure 4.10. By analyzing

Figure 4.11, for the silicon sample processed with 10 W of power, diameter of R-

SiNp was observed to be in range of ≈ 175 nm to 575 nm. Increase in power from

10 W to 15 W contributes to more energy per pulse resulting in a suitable higher

temperature which enables the formation of porous structure made of R-SiNp

and silicon nano fibers. Such increase in power enables the formation of R-SiNp

particles having diameters ranging from ≈ 225 nm to 975 nm. It is important to

note that the significant difference between average diameter of R-SiNp was found

for samples processed with 10 w and 15 W of laser power as shown in Figure

4.12(b).

In addition, nanofibers formed with 15 W of power have diameter ranging from

≈ 8 nm to 33 nm with area fraction of ≈ 42% of total area. However, the most
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of (a) nano fiber (using 50,000X SEM image) and (b) R-
SiNp (using 10,000X SEM image) mean diameter for HNfSi prepared with power
of 20 W, 15 W and 10 W.

fibers has average diameter of ≈ 15.5 nm. As the power was elevated from 15

W to 20 W, significant change was observed in size of nano fibers and presence

of R-SiNp. With the highest power among all three power values, diameter of

formed nano fibers found out to be ranging from ≈ 8 nm to 53 nm with average

diameter of ≈ 29.2 nm. Also, the area fraction was covered with fiber increased

from ≈ 42% to 59% with elevation in laser power. Moreover, significant difference

of silicon nano fiber mean diameter was observed between samples processed with

laser power of 15 W and 20 W as shown in Figure 4.12(a). Overall, elevation

in power values from 10 W to 20 W provides topological structure ranging from

complete R-SiNp to dense and porous surface made of silicon nano fibers.

To understand the basic electric characteristics of resistance offered by all three

samples prepared with various power values, the 4-point probe was employed. Re-

sults achieved from the test are shown in the Figure 4.13.It is evident to notice

significant increase in resistive behavior of the processed samples as the power

values were elevated. Increase in resistive behavior can be explained from the

ImageJ analysis. As already described in section 4.1, content proportion along

with topology of R-SiNp and silicon nano fibers can be a key contributing factor

for such resistive characteristics. When lower power level of 10 W was employed,

the generated R-SiNp tends to offer relatively less surface area with lower content
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Figure 4.13: 4-Point resistivity measurement of HNfSi processed with power of 10
W, 15 W and 20 W.

Figure 4.14: EDX results for HNfSi processed with laser power of (a) 20 W (b) 15
W and (c) 10 W with (d) presence of silicon and oxygen by weight%.

of SiO2 which contributes to mild resistive behavior. Contrary, with increase in

power values, instead of R-SiNp, formation of silicon nano fibers takes place which

causes enhanced surface area with higher amount of SiO2 caused by oxidation of

newly formed silicon nano fibers. Moreover, same trend of domination of SiO2

with increase in frequency can be confirmed by EDX analysis of HNfSi as shown

in Figure 4.14. As discussed before, SiO2 having relatively intense resistive char-

acteristics affects the electrical behavior offered by processed HNfSi which can be

seen in Figure 4.13.

Furthermore, presence of nano fibers can be observed from the reflectivity of
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HNfSi. Enhanced surface area can cause higher absorption of the same source

of light. Figure 4.15 depicts the light reflected by HNfSi processed with various

power level. As expected, the specimen prepared with highest power level offers

Figure 4.15: Light spectroscopy analysis for HNfSi processed with laser power of
20 W, 15 W and 10 W.

least reflectivity mainly due to higher surface area offered by silicon nano fibers.

Contrary, sample ablated with least power value offers the highest reflectivity

which can be due to dominating content of R-SiNp on HNfSi. However, there is not

as significant difference were identified between reflectivity of samples processed

with power level of 15 W and 20 W. The reflective characteristics of top most

surface of both of the ablated samples can be quite similar as R-SiNp formed

underneath the layer of nano fibrous structure in case of laser ablation with 15 W,

does not play significant role in this analysis.

Overall, amount of energy released to the ablated surface using ultra short

pulses can significantly affect various characteristics of nano structured surface.

Depending on the power level, energy released to the surface can form topology

made of R-SiNp, 3D porous silicon nano fibers or combination of both. Depending

on the structural topology of HNfSi along with oxidation level, laser processed

silicon can possess diverse resistive characteristics.
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4.3 Effects of number of scanning loops

Scanning parameter - number of ablation loop was varied from 1 to 3 to prepare

three different samples. Other important parameters like scanning speed, leading

distance and pulse duration were kept constant as described before. Also, laser

parameters like frequency and power were set at, in order, 1200 kHz and 15 W for

preparation of all test specimens. SEM results for laser ablated HNfSi with such

variation are shown in Figure 4.16.

Figure 4.16: SEM images (resolution of 50,000X and 10,000X) of laser processed
HNfSi prepared with number of loops - (a) 1 (b) 2 and (c) 3.

Significant formation of nano fibers in each case was found. However, visual

analysis of sample prepared with 1 loop indicates presence of R-SiNp covered

with silicon nano fibers as shown in 4.16(a). When laser scanning was performed

two consecutive times, the R-SiNp covered with silicon nano fibers seems to be

converting in densely accumulated fibrous structure on top of randomly shaped

R-SiNp chunks which can be seen in 10,000X Figure 4.16(b). With significant

generation in nano fibrous structure, scanning of ablation surface for three times

produced completely porous and defined silicon nano fibers.

As shown in Figure 4.17(a), ablation with 1 number of loop creates fibrous

structure with relatively narrow range of diameter i.e.≈ 8 nm to 33 nm with

area fraction of ≈ 42% of total area. Ablation on already fabricated fibers with

second loop, the distribution of fibers with available diameters changes drastically

as shown in Figure 4.17(a). For, HNfSi fabricated with 2 consecutive scan of laser

ablation have diameter ranging from ≈ 8 nm to 77 nm with area fraction of ≈
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of (a) distribution and (b) mean of fiber diameter for
HNfSi prepared with variation in scanning loops from 1 to 3.

57% of total area. However, when laser processing was done with repetition of 3

loop, the range of diameter of silicon nano fiber decreases with numbers ranging

from ≈ 8 nm to 43 nm along with area fraction increment of ≈ 4%. Furthermore,

mean diameter of ≈ 15.5 nm for samples processed with 1 loop increase to ≈

30.2 nm when ablated again with second loop. However, when processed with

3 consecutive loops of scanning, fiber mean diameter decreases to ≈ 25.7 nm.

Anova analysis with one factor and confidence level of 95%, suggests that there

is significant difference between mean diameter for fibers processed with different

loops as shown in figure 4.17(b).

Figure 4.18: 4-Point resistivity measurement of HNfSi prepared with variation in
scanning loop from 1 to 3.
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4-point probe measurements were carried out to comprehend resistive charac-

teristics of HNfSi prepared with various number of loops. The result of 4-point

probe resistivity measurements are shown in 4.18. From Figure 4.18, positive surge

in resistive behavior with increase in number of loop was observed. In addition,

increment in resistivity of specimen worked with two scanning loops seems minor

when compared with resistance of surface ablated with only one loop. Contrary,

the change in resistance is drastic when compared sample processed using three

loops of scanning. The presence of fibrous structure with dominating R-SiNp for

one scanning loop and available dense fibrous structure with relatively less R-

SiNp content with two consecutive loops could be the reason of minor elevation

in resistance when number of loop increase from 1 to 2. Also minor, instead of

significant, change in resistance could be due to presence of R-SiNp in both of the

samples. However, when processed with third consecutive loop, available dense

fibrous structure with no R-SiNp and dominating SiO2 content offers most resis-

tive behavior. Overall, increase in a number of processing loop causes formation of

relatively uniform fibrous structure consisting dominating SiO2 content (as shown

in Figure 4.19 with EDX analysis of the same samples) along with lessening of

R-SiNp contributing to magnified resistive behavior.

Figure 4.19: EDX results for HNfSi prepared with laser scanning loop of (a) 1 (b)
2 and (c) 3 with (d) presence of silicon and oxygen by weight%.

Understanding the formation of fibrous structure with varying number of loop is
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significantly different than silicon ablation with various laser power and frequency

values. While laser processing, first loop creates fibrous or R-SiNp structure, or

combination of both depending upon the laser and scanning parameters as shown

in 4.16(a). However, second consecutive loop may have to process surface with

different characteristics than silicon. It may consist of SiO2 coated on hybrid

structure made of nano fibers and R-SiNp with extremely rough and non-uniform

surface. In such case, it is important to note the value of absorption coefficient of

such surface with SiO2 embedded in hybrid structure could be significantly differ-

ent than that of pure silicon wafer (i.e. 59.9 cm−1 at 1000 nm [270]). For example,

pure glass (schott 8486 suprax glass) has absorption coefficient of 0.3 cm−1 at

1000 nm [271]. However, this does not indicate the true absorption coefficient of

hybrid structure but suggests the possibilities of it being lower than that of pure

silicon. Hence, if the surface area is increased with amount of elevated SiO2, the

surface could have relatively increased reflective behavior. Also, the same could

affect further ablation and enable formation of relatively dense fibrous structure as

shown in Figure 4.16(b). In addition, third consecutive loop would work similarly

with generation of more fibers as it has to deal with dominating fibrous structure

consisting SiO2 which was generated at the end of second loop of ablation.

Figure 4.20: Light spectroscopy analysis for HNfSi fabricated with variation in
scanning loops from 1 to 3.
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Light spectroscopy results shown in Figure 4.20 depicts that the reflectivity of

ablated surface increases as the number of laser processing loops were increased.

As discussed before, hybrid structure made of silicon nano fibers and R-SiNp with

partially oxidized outer surface is relatively less reflective than samples processed

with two or three loops. As the content of SiO2 increases with second consecutive

loop of ablation, the reflective nature of the surface becomes more evident as shown

in Figure 4.20. In addition, third consecutive loop increases density of oxidized

fibers causing relatively intense reflective behavior of the ablated surface. Overall,

variation in scanning loop causes significant changes in surface topology for next

consecutive loop resulting in a complex ablation process which creates dense fibrous

structure with increased number of loop and elevated SiO2 content resulting in a

resistive behavior with such trend.
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Chapter 5

Effects of laser ablation

temperature and leading distance

5.1 Introduction

As discussed in previous section, there are number of laser parameters which can

affect various characteristics of HNfSi. However, ablation temperature and ex-

tent of process overlap can only be effectively controlled by, in order, pulsation

width and the leading distance. Resistance studied in the previous section is a

combine electrical property of HNfSi mounted on processed Silicon and possible

heat affected zone underneath the fibrous structure. In addition to HNfSi’s use as

a sensing surface, it might be a good candidate for new generation of electrodes,

transistors, capacitors, solar cells and batteries. For such applications, approach

of employing nano-porous thin-films fabricated using various micro-nano manu-

facturing processes can be seen on a great surge [272–278]. With such trend, it is

important to analyze resistive behavior and effect on thickness of generated fibrous

layer as a separate entity with varying processing conditions. Hence, to understand

the thickness based resistive behavior of HNfSi, parallel electrode configuration in

conjunction with keithley 2000 was employed as shown in section 2.2.2.
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5.2 Effects of change in plasma temperature

As mentioned in previous discussions, laser plasma processing with ultra short

pulsation follows unconventional melting of the surface in interest. In addition, the

generation of Si nano fibers caused by shock-wave and localized heating produced

due to instant energy supply on the Si surface is already discussed in section 1.4.1.

Hence, importance of localized temperature rise achieved during the laser plasma

processing is quite significant considering generation of HNfSi.

However, for most industries and research in general, lasers are vastly known

for their capability to perform operations like marking, trimming, scribing, micro-

machining, diamond and silicon cutting [279–282]. Hence, in general, nano second

laser is quite affordable for small scale research and manufacturing facilities in

comparison to highly sophisticated pico second laser. Taking such facts into ac-

count, for this part of study, by utilizing the available laser setup with nano level

of pulsation width, we were able to vary pulse width in three steps of 1, 2 and 5

ns. In addition, leading was set to 0.05 mm for all three type of samples. Theo-

retical difference between the range of plasma temperature achieved with various

pulsation width can be understood by model developed by Hendow et al. [256].

As discussed, decrease in pulsation width should enable delivery of significant ex-

tent of energy in shorter time followed by relatively higher possibilities with local

heating along with decremental bulk temperature rise. For, laser pulsation width

smaller than 6 ns, it is assumed to have square shaped temporal profile, Hence,

theoretical model developed by Hendow et al. can be stated as equation 3.4.

In equation 3.4, peak intensity is a ratio of power and the laser spot area. So,

intensity is calculated as Imax = (4Pmeasured)/(πd
2fτ). In addition, f and F are

laser pulse frequency of 1200 kHz, Pmeasured and P are laser power of 15 W, k is a

silicon diffusivity with value of 0.88× 10−4 m2/s, K is a Si conductivity with the

value of 155 W/mK, γ is a fraction of pulse energy absorbed by material i.e. 1-R

where R = refractive co efficient of silicon (0.325), τ is a laser pulsation width, z

is a plasma ionization depth, r is a radius of laser spot diameter with respect to
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Figure 5.1: For various pulsation width, plasma temperature ∆T at Si surface
with respect to (a) depth of the surface being processed and (b) radial distance
from the center of focused laser spot.

center of plasma ionization and W is the value of beam’s field radius (1/e) with

value of 2.8977×10−5 m. Overall, using equation 3.4, theoretical change in plasma

temperature ∆T at Si surface being processed, caused by various available laser

pulsation width with range of 1 to 5 ns can be seen in Figure 5.1.

After observing Figure 5.1, it is evident that decrease in pulsation width causes

the higher plasma temperature. Also, rise in ∆T is not linear with linear decre-

ment in pulsation width. Smaller τ value enables quite higher temperature at

vicinity of laser spot with uniform distribution of heat over the surface instead of

bulk Si material. For example, as observed in the Figure 5.1, for pulsation width

of 1 ns, relatively higher temperature only persist until ≈ 1 µm of Si depth while

heat distribution with same intensity of heat is spread over radius of ≈ 20 µm.

Overall, relatively shorter pulsation width provides better processing condition for

formation fo HNfSi.

As discussed earlier, three steps of pulsation width was available with the laser

setup employed for the specimen preparation namely, 1, 2 and 5 ns. Thickness and

cross section of HNfSi processed with all three pulsation width is shown in Figure

5.2. As discussed with reference to equation 3.4, higher and uniform surface abla-

tion temperature helps in suitable condition for successful laser plasma processing
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Figure 5.2: Variation in thickness of HNfSi i.e. T(HNfSi) with change in pulsation
width along with cross section image of respective HNfSi.

which can be confirmed by increase in T(HNfSi) with reduction in pulsation width

as noticed in Figure 5.2. In addition, decrease in T(HNfSi) is considerably large

when pulsation width was decreased from 2 ns to 5 ns. Furthermore, if material

content present in HNfSi is assumed to be same with identical topology for all three

samples prepared with different pulsation width, then thickness based resistivity

offered with parallel plate electrode configuration should be similar with increase

in T(HNfSi).

However, from observing Figure 5.3, when samples prepared with different

pulsation width, the relation between T(HNfSi) and resistance offered based on

unit T(HNfSi) is not completely linear. Resistance offered per unit thickness by

the thickest HNfSi, generated using shortest pulsation width, is highest among all

three samples. Considering increase in offered resistance per unit thickness with

HNfSi fabricated using diverse pulsation width, it is easy to conclude that besides

from T(HNfSi), material and topology of the same might be a key factor for such

sudden increase in resistance.

As discussed before, to comprehend the topological conditions of fabricated
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Figure 5.3: Resistivity offered by HNfSi i.e. R(HNfSi) when prepared using laser
plasma processing with various pulsation width.

HNfSi, SEM and ImageJ analysis was used. The images captured with SEM

analysis is shown in Figure 5.4(I). From the Figure 5.4(I)(c), it is noticeable that

with the pulsation width of 5 ns, there is no generation of nano fibers is taking

place. This might be because of the less intensive plasma temperature achieved

with higher τ values as described before with the help of figure 5.1. As the pulsation

width was shorten to 1 ns, the plasma temperature was increased by more than

2 times of what it was with the pulsation width of 5 ns. Such change in plasma

temperature might have significant effect on the generation of nano fibers which

can be confirmed with Figure 5.4(I)(a) and 5.4(I)(b). From the same figures it

is noticed that, relatively more defined and dense nano fibers was achieved when

τ value was decreased from 5 ns to 2 ns and then 1 ns. In addition, significant

difference was noticed between the nanofibers formed on the HNfSi fabricated with

pulsation width of 1 ns and 2 ns. Although in this case, the change in pulsation

width is not as large as two extreme limits utilized in experiments, the plasma

temperature achieved through pulsation width of 2 ns is significantly lower than

that achieved with 1 ns as shown in Figure 5.1. This might be a reason behind

difference of the fibrous structure achieved with pulsation width of 1 ns and 2 ns.

To push further the understanding with diverse resistive behavior, ImageJ anal-
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Figure 5.4: (I) SEM images (resolution of 10,000X and 50,000X) of laser plasma
processed silicon surface with pulsation width of (a) 1 ns (b) 2 ns and (c) 5 ns.
(II) (a) Analysis of nanofibers with available diameter range (b) Change in mean
diameter of nanofibers with change in pulsation width.

ysis was employed to understand the effect of pulsation width on available fiber

and particle diameters along with the porosity achieved. In addition, these anal-

ysis can help analyze the effect of surface area and fabricated geometry on the

resistivity offered by HNfSi. As shown in Figure 5.4(II)(a), range of fiber diam-

eter achieved with pulsation width of 2 ns is 20 to 65 nm which decreased to 35

to 65 nm when pulsation width reduced to 1 ns. In addition, mean diameters

of nano fibers is increased from ≈ 40 nm to ≈ 48 nm when pulsation width was

elevated from 1 to 2 ns. However, from the visual inspection of Figure 5.4(I)(a)

and 5.4(I)(b), it is noticed that the fibers achieved with pulsation width of 1 ns

is much more dense and defined. Contrary, HNfSi fabricated with 2 ns has fibers

concentrated in several places instead of uniform spread. Hence, fibers achieved

with 1 ns pulsation width would have much clear surface to ambient interaction

than that achieved with 2 ns value of τ . Furthermore, from ImageJ analysis with

similar black and white color intensity, area covered with fibers increased from ≈
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56% to ≈ 70% when pulsation width decreased from 2 ns to 1 ns.

Considering the laser plasma processing being done under ambient conditions

with significantly high temperature achieved at the processing surface, if it as-

sumed that oxidization of nano-fibers and nano-particles are taking place, then

the justification of sudden increase in resistivity offered by unit thickness of HNfSi

would be quite evident. HNfSi prepared using pulsation width of 1 ns provides

surface with defined and dense nano fibers, which offers higher surface area with

more electrical insulation in effect because of the oxidization achieved through

higher plasma temperature. Such topological condition can raise the thickness

based resistance offered by HNfSi to significant level. However, further increase in

pulsation width could cause decrement in HNfSi resistivity because of formation of

nano fibers with relatively inferior quality which might decrease the surface area

and reduced oxidization level caused by relatively lower plasma temperature. In

addition, with pulsation width of 5 ns, generated HNfSi does not occupy any nano

fibers which results in significantly less surface area along with relatively lower

oxygen content which would offer less resistance than that can be gained with the

samples prepared with 1 ns and 2 ns of pulsation width.

As mentioned before, the specimen preparation process was done under ambi-

ent conditions. Such high temperature achieved at the center of laser spot may

causes oxidization of formed structure. Also, depending on the laser and scanning

parameter HNfSi can have nanofibers or nano particles and in some cases, com-

bination of both. Ideally, as nano fibers offers much more surface area than nano

particles, Oxygen content achieved with nano fibers should be higher than that of

attained with nano particles. EDX results from both of the spots having dominat-

ing nano fibrous and nano particles structure confirms the significant presence of

oxygen as shown in Figure 4.3. In addition, Figure 4.3 confirms that the area with

nano fibrous structure has significantly higher oxidation level. The confirmation of

availability of oxidation also justifies the effect on resistivity caused by topological

conditions offered by nano fibrous and nano particles present in HNfSi. Overall,
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results achieved with SEM, ImageJ analysis and EDX tests proves the importance

of surface topology and oxidization level in affecting the thickness based resistance

offered by HNfSi.

Figure 5.5: (I) Raman spectroscopy and (II) Light spectroscopy results for samples
processed with pulsation width of 1 ns, 2 ns and 5 ns.

Considering the surface area offered with nano fibrous structure and nano prti-

cles, interacting surface available for oxidation with ambient atmosphere in each

case is different. HNfSi prepared with pulsation width of 1 ns has the highest sur-

face area considering quality of nano fibers present. Hence, it should have highest

level of oxidation and least amount of pure silicon present in generated HNfSi.

Contrary, samples prepared with pulsation width of 5 ns contains nano particles

in generated HNfSi resulting in least surface area available among all three samples

for oxidation in ambient atmosphere. Results shown in the Figure 5.5(I) confirms

that the available relative amount of pure silicon increases as the pulsation width

was varied from 1 ns to 5 ns. It can also be helpful to justify decrease in resistivity

offered by HNfSi with increase in pulsation width due to intense presence of silicon

which enables HNfSi to be less resistive in case of samples prepared with relatively

higher pulsation width.

In addition, light spectroscopy results shown in Figure 5.5(II) shows steady

trend of increase in reflective behavior as the pulsation width was varied from 5

ns to 1 ns. For light spectroscopy results, it is important to consider that, with

visible range of light, pure silicon (absorption coefficient of 1.84 × 106 cm−1 at
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250 nm and 300 K [283]) is much less reflective than pure glass (SiOX) or silica

(fused quartz, absorption coefficient of 0.025 cm−1 at 250 nm and 300 K [284]).

However, it is also essential to consider that pure glass or pure silica does not

represent, in order, oxidized nano prticles and fibers or processed silicon material

associated with it. It just suggests the possibility of oxidized HNfSi being highly

reflective when it has highly oxidized nano particles and nano fibers present on

it. Furthermore, considering the surface area offered with nano fibers for samples

prepared with shorter pulsation width, HNfSi should have less reflectivity. Instead,

HNfSi consisting quality nano fibers offers highest reflectivity which is caused by

intense oxidation level present with enhanced surface area. Overall, pulsation

width can affect laser plasma temperature significantly resulting in a partially

oxidized diverse topology made of nano particles or nano fibers along with variation

in T(HNfSi) which can cause immense effect on resistivity offered by HNfSi.

5.3 Variation in leading for surface scanning

Leading is one of the most important parameter for laser plasma processing as it

determines the processing time required to prepare HNfSi. Hence, considering the

future potential of such inexpensive process to be utilized for large scale fabrication

of HNfSi, it is important to understand its effect on HNfSi with respect to its

topological properties and electrical characteristics to enable and ease accelerated

fabrication. In our study, considering theoretical laser spot diameter of ≈ 29 µm

with employed laser system, the leading has been changed with three steps of

0.0125 mm, 0.025 mm and 0.05 mm to prepare HNfSi which was then further

assessed in terms of topological and electrical characteristics. Figure 5.6 depicts

relative true scale representation of various leading values and theoretical laser

spot size for further comprehension of nature of the process. As it can be seen

in Figure 5.6(I) (i.e. Laser spot A and B), with the shortest leading value of

0.0125 mm, multiple processing of the same surface would take place because of

the overlap of laser beam over the same surface in short period of time. However,
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when the leading value was increased to 0.025 mm, overlap of the laser spot was

almost vanished as shown in Figure 5.6(II) (i.e. Laser spot B and C). Furthermore,

as depicted in Figure 5.6(III) (i.e. Laser spot C and D), to comprehend effect of

partially laser processed surface with higher leading value, the L value of 0.05 mm

was employed.

Figure 5.6: Gaussian profile of laser spot with its theoretical radius and three
scenarios of laser plasma processing with change in leading values (L) of (I) 0.0125
mm, (II) 0.025 mm and (III) 0.05 mm.

To understand the thickness variation with change in leading, optical mi-

croscopy was used to capture the cross section as discussed before. As mentioned,

with smallest leading value, overlap of material processing takes place. Once pro-

cessed surface already have a porous structure as discussed in previous section

which offers immense surface area with already formed geometry consisting nano

entities like nano fibers and nano particles. However, considering significantly

short time between consecutive silicon processing which might not be enough for

intense oxidation of newly formed HNfSi, successive plasma processing of already

processed area can be quite different considering enhanced surface exposure. Natu-

rally, with enhanced surface area, absorption of laser energy should increase which

could enable intense plasma processing of already processed surface resulting in a

relatively thick HNfSi. In addition, with increase in leading value, the overlap of

laser processing vanishes which could be a hindrance in complete plasma ionization
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of processed surface resulting in a relatively thin HNfSi.

Figure 5.7: Variation in HNfSi thickness i.e T(HNfSi) with change in leading along
with cross section image of respective HNfSi.

Figure 5.7 depicts HNfSi thickness analysis for samples prepared with varying

leading. From the Figure 5.7, it was noticed that highest thickness of formed HNfSi

(i.e. ≈ 0.148 mm) was achieved with shortest leading of 0.0125 mm. However,

when leading was increased to 0.025 mm, resulting HNfSi held reduced thickness

of ≈ 0.106 mm. In addition, HNfSi with thickness ≈ 0.069 mm was achieved

when leading was raised to highest value of 0.05 mm. Such increase in thickness

of the formed HNfSi with decrease in leading confirms the extent of laser plasma

processing achieved with presence of overlap and importance of extent of area

covered while the processing. Furthermore, parallel plate electrode configuration

was employed to understand the resistive behavior offered with change in leading.

If the material available with HNfSi fabricated using all three leading variants

assumed to be same then the resistance offered should increase linearly with raise

in HNfSi thickness.

In resistance test, it was found that the thickest HNfSi fabricated using rela-

tively shortest leading did not allow any current to flow through. Higher thickness
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Figure 5.8: Resistivity offered by HNfSi i.e R(HNfSi) when prepared using laser
plasma processing with various values of leading. For employed resistivity mea-
suring setup , ∞∗ represents highly resistive nature of HNfSi approaching to non-
measurable resistivity values when processed with leading value of 0.0125 mm.

of the HNfSi along with presence of available material content might be a cause of

immense resistance offered through such thin film. However, as shown in Figure

5.8, with leading of 0.025 mm, fabricated HNfSi was able to let through strong

enough electrical signal to measure available resistance. Although, major change

in resistance offered by each samples was noticed, when leading was further in-

creased to 0.05 mm, resistivity of HNfSi stayed almost the same. Such behavior

indicates the possibility of core structure contributing to the fibrous topology being

almost similar. In addition, identical structure could also possess alike optical and

topological characteristics. As discussed before in previous section, laser plasma

processing being held in ambient conditions could cause oxidation of produced

HNfSi up to some extent. In addition, surface area and porosity gained with var-

ious HNfSi also affects the resistance offered per unit thickness. Hence, in this

case of similar resistive behavior offered by HNfSi when altering leading, thin film

topology and oxidation level associated with it might be less distinctive.

As discussed earlier, SEM images of HNfSi were captured to advance under-

standing on topological characteristics of HNfSi. Figure 5.9(I) depicts SEM im-

ages of all three samples prepared with various leading and Figure 5.9(II) concludes

topological assessment done using ImageJ analysis for available diameter range and
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Figure 5.9: (I) SEM images (resolution of 10,000X and 50,000X) of laser plasma
processed silicon surface with leading of (a) 0.0125 mm (b) 0.025 mm and (c) 0.05
mm. (II) (a) Analysis of nanofibers with available diameter range (b) Change in
mean diameter of nanofibers with change in leading.

mean diameter of nano fibers existing on various HNfSi in interest. From careful

analysis of derived data from SEM images, it was found that there is insignifi-

cant difference available in terms of achieved mean diameter in all three cases. As

we noticed in previous section, topological structure was dominantly affected by

change in pulsation width. However, in case of variation in leading, the pulsation

width of 1 ns were kept constant. Hence, the laser plasma temperature achieved

throughout the surface processing were similar in all three cases which could be a

reason for fabrication of similar fibrous topology for all three values of leading.

Furthermore, with the help of ImageJ analysis, the area covered with the fi-

brous structure on 2D cross section was found to be ≈ 70%, 68% and 64% for

leading of, in order, 0.0125 mm, 0.025 mm and 0.05 mm. However, the difference

for fiber density for leading of 0.0125 mm and 0.025 mm might not be considered

as significant as the measurements are purely qualitative. In addition, the trivial

difference in fiber density with those two leading instead of relatively larger differ-
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ence of the same with case of 0.025 mm and 0.05 mm could be caused because of

existence of overlap of plasma processing with leading of 0.0125 mm and 0.025 mm

which doesn’t exist with leading of 0.05 mm as shown in Figure 5.6. In addition,

as discussed before, the same could be the reason for relatively higher thickness

achieved in case of shorter leadings and fabrication of thinner HNfSi with relatively

larger leading values. Overall, considering topological diversity in terms of present

nano fibers and nano particles on HNfSi, effect of variation in leading is not as

dominating as the alteration of pulsation width as discussed in previous section.

However, effect of leading is significant in terms of variation in thickness achieved

by HNfSi with diverse leading values. Considering relatively less intense change in

topological structure of HNfSi except achieved thickness, it is important to analyze

if there is a significant difference present in terms of achieved oxidation level with

variation in leading which could affect the unit thickness based resistance offered

by HNfSi.

Figure 5.10: (I) Raman spectroscopy and (II) Light spectroscopy results for sam-
ples processed with leading values of 0.0125 mm, 0.025 mm and 0.05 mm.

As discussed in previous section, from Raman spectroscopy results and with

Raman shift at ≈ 519 cm−1, relative content of silicon can be analyzed. Figure

5.10(I) depicts available relative silicon content in all three HNfSi processed with

various leading values. Silicon content present on the HNfSi contributes to the

ease of resistance offered and also reflective nature of the same. As mentioned

earlier, plasma processing being done in ambient conditions, with higher plasma
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temperature there could be a possibility of oxidation with enhanced surface area

available with nano fibers present on HNfSi. Presence of partially oxidized nano

fibers containing SiOX could be more electrically insulating considering isolating

characteristics of SiOX . Hence, as shown in Figure 5.10(I), relatively lower silicon

content with thicker HNfSi achieved with lower leading values confirms existence

of higher oxygen content present on the sample due to thicker fibrous layer. Hence,

if the similar oxidation level is present on all samples, then oxidized silicon content

would deteriorate with decrease in fiber layer thickness causing dominating relative

silicon presence on samples; which could be confirmed by Figure 5.10(I) with higher

leading values.

In addition, as shown in Figure 5.10(II), light spectroscopy results depicts

highly reflective nature of HNfSi processed with relatively lower leading values.

As discussed earlier, with insignificant difference available with similar fiber den-

sity and fiber diameter, reflectivity offered by HNfSi should be similar. However,

results shown in Figure 5.10(II) contradicts the analogy. Considering the differ-

ence between absorption coefficient of silicon and SiOX for visible range of light as

discussed in previous section, characteristics of reflectiveness achieved with similar

fibrous topology confirms the difference in present content of oxidized silicon in

each case with variation in leading values as the thickness of HNfSi varies. Hence,

the results achieved with light spectroscopy confirms the increase in oxidized sili-

con content having similar oxidation level with decrease in leading values enabling

HNfSi to attain similar insulating behavior along with increased thin film thick-

ness. Overall, for specific pulsation width, decrease in leading values for plasma

processing of silicon surface contributes to fabrication of HNfSi with almost similar

fibrous topology with significant variation in T(HNfSi) values along with elevated

oxidized silicon enabling highly resistive nature of the fabricated HNfSi.
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Chapter 6

Research summary and future

work

Overall, with studies done for this project, formation of hybrid nano fibrous struc-

ture with several variants were made possible. Also, this study established laser

ablation process as an inexpensive and efficient approach for synthesis of nano

particle and nano fibrous structure with enough room for variation achieved by

changing number of available laser parameters along with resulting fibrous struc-

ture itself. Furthermore, literature review done for the project provided significant

information on importance of nano structures for sensing applications and how it

can affect performance of any given sensor. In addition, it also suggested the pos-

sibility of using other nano synthesis methods in combination with laser ablation

for further improvements.

To accomplish the goal of employing such structure for the sensing and other

electrical applications, it was evident to study the resistive behavior along with

surface characterization. Laser parameters used for such study can be segregated

in two basic types namely, laser-beam (processing) and scanning parameters. Pro-

cessing parameters like frequency, power and pulsation width affects the way en-

ergy is delivered to the surface along with significant effect on ablation temper-
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ature. However, scanning parameters mainly controls the rate of energy delivery

along with the extent of process overlap. Our interest to analyze resistive char-

acteristics of HNfSi as a bulk and per unit thickness encouraged us to employ

two different measurement setup as described earlier. Overall, most of the laser

parameter affected significantly one or other HNfSi characteristics. Identification

of intensity of effect on such attributes can be classified within main two HNfSi

traits; Surface topology and resistivity.

6.1 Effects on surface topology

There are number of observations can be carried out from the table 6.1.

� Laser parameters like frequency, power and pulsation width affects the topo-

logical properties of HNfSi quite significantly than the processing parameters

like number of loop and leading.

� In order to change the entity type, that makes up HNfSi, from nano particles

to nano fibrous structure, variation in laser parameter can be relatively much

more useful.

� At given condition, variation in number of loop can be quite effective to gain

denser fibrous structure without much affecting the fiber diameter.

� As noticed, thickness of the fibrous layer is depends more on the scanning

parameters than laser parameters. Meaning, variation in ablation condi-

tions and temperature contributes significantly for change in the topological

structures rather than the fibrous layer thickness which is affected more by

scanning parameters.

� Change in fiber layer thickness without much alteration in fiber density can

be achieved by variation in leading values.
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Frequency (kHz) 600 800 1200

Structural topology Nano particles

Hint of fibers
with

dominating
nano particles

Fibrous layer
on top of nano

particles

≈ Particle range (nm) 175-725 175-675 225-975

≈ Fiber Dia. (nm) - 34.7 15.5

≈ Fiber density(%) - 17 42

Power (W) 10 15 20

Structural topology Nano particles
Fibrous layer

on top of nano
particles

Fully fibrous

≈ Particle range (nm) 175-575 225-975 -

≈ Fiber Dia. (nm) - 15.5 29.2

≈ Fiber density(%) - 42 59

Loop (No.) 1 2 3

Structural topology
Nano fibrous

layer on top of
nano particles

Segregated
fibrous groups

Defined fibers

≈ Particle range (nm) 225-975 - -

≈ Fiber Dia. (nm) 15.5 30.2 25.7

≈ Fiber density(%) 42 57 61

Pulsation width (ns) 1 2 5

Structural topology
Fully defined

fibers
Relatively less
denser fibers

Nano particles

≈ Particle range (nm) - - 320-580

≈ Fiber Dia. (nm) 48 40 -

≈ Fiber density(%) 76 56 -

≈ T(HNfSi) µm 69.4 60.3 45

Leading (mm) 0.0125 0.025 0.05

Structural topology
Fully defined

fibers
Fully defined

fibers
Fully defined

fibers

≈ Fiber Dia. (nm) 41.51 39.38 48.26

≈ Fiber density(%) 70 68 64

≈ T(HNfSi) µm 147.71 105.8 69.4

Table 6.1: Topological characterization of HNfSi with variation of various process-
ing and laser parameters.
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6.2 Effects on resistivity

Frequency (kHz) Bulk Resistance (kW)

600 1

800 5

1200 37.89

Power (W) Bulk Resistance (kW)

10 2

15 37.89

20 74.74

Loops (No.) Bulk Resistance (kW)

1 37.89

2 51.44

3 108.11

Pulsation width (ns) Resistivity (MW.mm)

1 519144.58

2 260850.66

5 18005.96

Leading (mm) Resistivity (MW.mm)

0.0125 ∞
0.025 448791.51

0.05 519144.58

Table 6.2: Topological characterization of HNfSi with variation of various process-
ing and laser parameters.

Notable observation made from the achieved results mentioned in table 6.2 are

listed below,

� Pulsation width affects the bulk resistance of a formed structure because of

change in topology and other potential reasons discussed in previous section.

It indicates significance of a formed topology for altering resistive behavior

of HNfSi.

� Same as pulsation width, changing of frequency alters the way of energy

delivered to the surface causing major change in topological conditions of

formed HNfSi, which also contributes to the significant change in bulk resis-
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tance of such structure.

� Similar to other laser parameters changing a power affects the ablation tem-

perature significantly causing a major change in a resulting structure, hence

contributing to variation in resistive nature of HNfSi.

� Multiple numbers of processing loop can cause significant change in bulk

resistance of the structure. Such processing changes the way optical energy

is absorbed on the surface after each loop. Resulting structure having a

different level of oxidations, even with similar fibrous structure; it provides

significantly different resistive behavior with each increased processing loop.

� With increase in HNfSi thickness, variation in leadings contributes to almost

similar fibrous structure. Hence, scanning parameter of leading, controlling

the extent of process overlap, contributes to significant change in HNfSi

thickness without major change in its resistivity.

Overall, from observations of table 6.1 and 6.2, type of surface constituents of

generated fibrous structure along with the level of oxidation can be affected sig-

nificantly by changing the laser parameters like power, frequency and pulsation

width. In addition, scanning parameter like leading and leading distance does

have relatively minor affect on fibrous topology. However, it can also alter the

bulk resistance of the HNfSi significantly depending on the available oxidation

level. Also, with respect to change in ablation temperature, process overlap af-

fects the HNfSi thickness quite significantly.

6.3 Future work4

As discussed in chapter 6.1 and 6.2, change in resistivity can be caused mainly

due to variation in topological properties and oxidation level present on the HNfSi

4portion of section 6.3 has been published as conference paper titled ’Synthesis of Graphite
Embedded SiO2 Nanofibers with Controlled Conductivity’ in 2018 Photonics North (PN), IEEE
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8438828/.
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structure. In different words, using just a laser or scanning parameters, one can not

change resistivity of formed HNfSi structure without affecting HNfSi topology and

associated oxidation level. In order to change resistive behavior of HNfSi without

changing fibrous structure achieved with primary laser processing, inclusion of

conductive material is essential. As discussed in chapter 1, methods like ALD

and sputtering can be quite useful in terms of irregular or regular deposition of

conductive materials like Gold and Graphene on HNfSi.

Figure 6.1: SEM and TEM image of HNfSi with Graphite nano particles embedded
on it.

Figure 6.2: Conductivity of Silicon and HNfSi with various concentration of
Graphite embedded on it.

Just to confirm the feasibility of such concept, using ND:YAG nano second

laser with frequency of 100 kHz and power of 9 W to generate HNfSi, the initial

experiment was done where graphite particles was sputtered with same rate for
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≈ 4 and 8 minutes on the generated HNfSi structure. SEM and TEM images

for such topology with graphite embedded on it can be seen in Figure6.1. As

per the observations done before, resistivity of pure HNfSi is quite higher than

that of pure Silicon. Hence, inclusion of graphite nano particles should ease the

resistive behavior with its higher concentration. Such samples were analyzed using

AC impedance spectroscopy in order to determine its relative resistivity. Figure

6.2 depicts successful manipulation of conductivity of a given HNfSi by fusing

conductive materials like Graphite.

In addition to potential of HNfSi as a sensing surface, according to our initial

results, dense surface area and availability of intense oxidation level with HNfSi

can facilitate insulating behavior over large area which can be useful for various

photonics devices like optical sensors and emitters. Considering vertical growth in

cellular technology and miniaturized devices along with its dependency on effective

photonic sensors and receivers, such HNfSi can provide significant advantage to

manufacturers in terms of reduced complexity and ease in miniaturization for next

generation of surveillance and gesture based cellular devices.

Overall, employing methods like ALD and sputtering, future work can be done

to understand effect of inclusion of various conductive nano materials like Gold

and Graphene on bulk resistance and resistivity offered by modified HNfSi. Also,

potential of such structure can be explored as a sensing surface for numerous

applications.
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Appendix

Figure 6.3: For various laser frequencies, plasma temperature ∆T at Si surface with
respect to (a) radial distance from the center of focused laser spot and (b) depth of the
surface being processed.

Figure 6.4: For various laser power values, plasma temperature ∆T at Si surface with
respect to (a) radial distance from the center of focused laser spot and (b) depth of the
surface being processed.
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